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During the last weeks of this campaign, there will be debates, speeches and more ads. But if I could sit
down with you in your living room or around the kitchen table, here’s what I’d say:

When I took office we were losing nearly 800,000 jobs a month and were mired in Iraq. Today I believe
that as a nation we are moving forward again. But we have much more to do to get folks back to work
and make the middle class secure again.

Now, Governor Romney believes that with even bigger tax cuts for the wealthy and fewer regulations
on Wall Street, all of us will prosper. In other words, he’d double down on the same trickle-down
policies that led to the crisis in the first place. So what’s my plan?

First, we create a million new manufacturing jobs and help businesses double their exports; give tax
breaks to companies that invest in America, not that ship jobs overseas.

Second, we cut our oil imports in half and produce more American-made energy—oil, clean coal,
natural gas, and new resources like wind, solar, and biofuels—all while doubling the fuel efficiencies of
cars and trucks.

Third, we ensure that we maintain the best workforce in the world by preparing 100,000 additional
math and science teachers; training 2 million Americans with the job skills they need at our community
colleges; cutting the growth of tuition in half and expanding student aid so more Americans can afford
it.

Fourth, a balanced plan to reduce our deficit by four trillion dollars over the next decade. On top of the
trillion in spending we’ve already cut, I’d ask the wealthy to pay a little more. And as we end the war in
Afghanistan, let’s apply half the savings to pay down our debt and use the rest for some nation-
building right here at home.

It’s time for a new economic patriotism rooted in the belief that growing our economy begins with a
strong, thriving middle class. Read my plan. Compare it to Governor Romney’s and decide for yourself.
Thanks.
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Esther Joseph P.Esther Joseph P. God bless you Mr President! Follow the truth and the truth will set you freeGod bless you Mr President! Follow the truth and the truth will set you free

to dream,plan and act to make our country a magnet to all who believe in freedom and truth.to dream,plan and act to make our country a magnet to all who believe in freedom and truth.

Remember to enjoy your kids as they grow up fast! Our prayers are always with you andRemember to enjoy your kids as they grow up fast! Our prayers are always with you and

your family .your family . 28 minutes ago28 minutes ago

Anneke T.Anneke T. Mr. President, As a President of such a large country you are faced with hugeMr. President, As a President of such a large country you are faced with huge

political problems and social issues. Almost impossible for one man to handle. I'm glad topolitical problems and social issues. Almost impossible for one man to handle. I'm glad to

see that you you're terminating the war in Afganistan. All those “off and on- wars” oftensee that you you're terminating the war in Afganistan. All those “off and on- wars” often
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See more
personal advice: “Since you have your own helicopter and plane,” please take a vacation on the Dutchpersonal advice: “Since you have your own helicopter and plane,” please take a vacation on the Dutch

Antilles. It 's beautiful out there and they are there already a member of the International Court ofAntilles. It 's beautiful out there and they are there already a member of the International Court of

Justice. On the beach you will recover from all the election stress in no time. Thank you and GoodJustice. On the beach you will recover from all the election stress in no time. Thank you and Good

Luck. And yes: “I follow you”.Luck. And yes: “I follow you”. 3 hours ago3 hours ago

Sonia P.Sonia P. Dear Mr. President, I support you, and I believe in you. Although your failure toDear Mr. President, I support you, and I believe in you. Although your failure to

mention Romney's 47% statement, I believe that you are the candidate who will help thismention Romney's 47% statement, I believe that you are the candidate who will help this

country move forward. My hope is that we will be less divisive. I pray that my nieces andcountry move forward. My hope is that we will be less divisive. I pray that my nieces and

nephew will have a better future. I pray that I will have access to health care, and I pray thatnephew will have a better future. I pray that I will have access to health care, and I pray that

my elderly parents will have access to supportive services. Thank you. Sonia Parkmy elderly parents will have access to supportive services. Thank you. Sonia Park

5 hours ago5 hours ago

Pam W.Pam W. YOU HAVE MY VOTE, You are great man!! and I pray every night for you and for allYOU HAVE MY VOTE, You are great man!! and I pray every night for you and for all

of us of the wrold, we need people like you that can see both side of the street to understandof us of the wrold, we need people like you that can see both side of the street to understand

is to walk in there shoes and only than can you understand i see that in you.I support youris to walk in there shoes and only than can you understand i see that in you.I support your

vision. GOOD LUCK!!!!vision. GOOD LUCK!!!! 6 hours ago6 hours ago

BOBBIE M.BOBBIE M. I know your hands are full, but hope your team can pause to explore aI know your hands are full, but hope your team can pause to explore a

transformative idea for education that raises IQs and Kindness quotients; has been proven totransformative idea for education that raises IQs and Kindness quotients; has been proven to

be uniquely effective; & is easily delivered. If interested, we will fly to you to freely share ourbe uniquely effective; & is easily delivered. If interested, we will fly to you to freely share our

concept. Bobbie Merrill PS. We are from HI & Punahou, but this is completely different.concept. Bobbie Merrill PS. We are from HI & Punahou, but this is completely different.

6 hours ago6 hours ago

Peter S.Peter S. RIVERTOWNS DEADHEADS FOR OBAMA - Sat., Oct. 20 at 9:00pm in Ardsley,RIVERTOWNS DEADHEADS FOR OBAMA - Sat., Oct. 20 at 9:00pm in Ardsley,

NY Members of area Dead tribute/cover bands will gather together to jam the night away toNY Members of area Dead tribute/cover bands will gather together to jam the night away to

benefit the re-election of President Obama. Location: LIFE...THE PLACE TO BE 2benefit the re-election of President Obama. Location: LIFE...THE PLACE TO BE 2

LAWRENCE STREET, ARDSLEY, NY (just west of Exit 16 on the Saw Mill River Pkwy)LAWRENCE STREET, ARDSLEY, NY (just west of Exit 16 on the Saw Mill River Pkwy)

Tickets - $20 in advance ($25 at the door) Doors open at 8:00pm Food, drinks, arcade andTickets - $20 in advance ($25 at the door) Doors open at 8:00pm Food, drinks, arcade and

bowling are available There'll be swinging, swaying, music playing and dancing withbowling are available There'll be swinging, swaying, music playing and dancing with

performances by members of: Stella Blue’s Band, BRO – The Blue Roadhouse Orchestra,performances by members of: Stella Blue’s Band, BRO – The Blue Roadhouse Orchestra,

Uncle Sam's Band, and other area bands Tickets: www.LifeLiveEvents.com More info:Uncle Sam's Band, and other area bands Tickets: www.LifeLiveEvents.com More info:

www.riverspiritmusic.comwww.riverspiritmusic.com 7 hours ago7 hours ago

Beverly M.Beverly M. Proverb 3 – My son, do not forget my law, but let your heart keep my commands;Proverb 3 – My son, do not forget my law, but let your heart keep my commands;

for length of days and long life and peace they will add to you. Let not mercy and truthfor length of days and long life and peace they will add to you. Let not mercy and truth

forsake you; bind them around your neck, write them on the tablet of your heart, and so findforsake you; bind them around your neck, write them on the tablet of your heart, and so find

favor and high esteem in the sight of God and man. Trust in the LORD with all your hear, andfavor and high esteem in the sight of God and man. Trust in the LORD with all your hear, and

lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge Him and He shall directlean not on your own understanding; in all your ways acknowledge Him and He shall direct

your paths… Do not be afraid of sudden terror, nor of trouble from the wicked when it comes;your paths… Do not be afraid of sudden terror, nor of trouble from the wicked when it comes;

for the LORD will be your confidence, and will keep your foot from being caught…for the LORD will be your confidence, and will keep your foot from being caught…

7 hours ago7 hours ago

Kamran H.Kamran H. I support your vision and hope for the peaceful future for all.I support your vision and hope for the peaceful future for all. 7 hours ago7 hours ago

Giosuè M.Giosuè M. Mr President, good job and congratulations for his election campaign.A happyMr President, good job and congratulations for his election campaign.A happy

greeting from an Italian artist. Come and visit me in my house-studio in Sardinia. Be mygreeting from an Italian artist. Come and visit me in my house-studio in Sardinia. Be my

guest.Affectionate greetings. Giosuè Marongiu Visit my web space: www.giosuemarongiu.itguest.Affectionate greetings. Giosuè Marongiu Visit my web space: www.giosuemarongiu.it

To watch my Video-Art: www.youtube.com/marongiugiosue To listen my Sound-Art:To watch my Video-Art: www.youtube.com/marongiugiosue To listen my Sound-Art:

www.myspace.com/giosuemarongiu To watch my free Portal of Contemporary Art:www.myspace.com/giosuemarongiu To watch my free Portal of Contemporary Art:

www.bauform.it www.facebook.com/giosue.marongiu ONLINE ART GALLERY: WATCHwww.bauform.it www.facebook.com/giosue.marongiu ONLINE ART GALLERY: WATCH

GIOSUE' MARONGIU'S ARTWORKS COLLECTION FROM 1990 TO 2012.GIOSUE' MARONGIU'S ARTWORKS COLLECTION FROM 1990 TO 2012.

http://www.giosuemarongiu.it/artwork%20collection%20from%201990%20to%202012http://www.giosuemarongiu.it/artwork%20collection%20from%201990%20to%202012

/Giosue%20Marongiu's%20artworks%20collection%20from%201990%20to%202012.html/Giosue%20Marongiu's%20artworks%20collection%20from%201990%20to%202012.html

7 hours ago7 hours ago

lynn V.lynn V. Dear Mr. President, I am not a American but I wish that you could be our leader hereDear Mr. President, I am not a American but I wish that you could be our leader here

in Canada. You are an amazing leader and I am proud of who you are and what you havein Canada. You are an amazing leader and I am proud of who you are and what you have

done in such a short time. I know that you will continue to do what is best for your people anddone in such a short time. I know that you will continue to do what is best for your people and

your country. I wish you all the luck in the world in the coming weeks and I pray that you stayyour country. I wish you all the luck in the world in the coming weeks and I pray that you stay

in your position. I worry about the situation of the world is in now and I love you for being thein your position. I worry about the situation of the world is in now and I love you for being the

peace loving leader that you are. I trust in you and I wish you all the best. Lynnpeace loving leader that you are. I trust in you and I wish you all the best. Lynn

VanderHerberg Brighton Ontario CanadaVanderHerberg Brighton Ontario Canada 7 hours ago7 hours ago

Dennis C.Dennis C. Of all the difficulties one faces while unemployed, meeting regular monetaryOf all the difficulties one faces while unemployed, meeting regular monetary

outlays like mortgages, utilities, food expenses and car payments is the most difficullt. Oftenoutlays like mortgages, utilities, food expenses and car payments is the most difficullt. Often

the only financial resource left open to us is to draw from our IRA savings. Yet, to do so wethe only financial resource left open to us is to draw from our IRA savings. Yet, to do so we

are once again hit upon by the government by having to pay that 10% early withdrawl penaltyare once again hit upon by the government by having to pay that 10% early withdrawl penalty

if under 59.5 yrs old.. Has any thought been given to suspending that penalty for those whoif under 59.5 yrs old.. Has any thought been given to suspending that penalty for those who

are currently unemployed? This withdrawl is never made willingly, but as a necessity to meetare currently unemployed? This withdrawl is never made willingly, but as a necessity to meet

these monthly expenses that other supports like unemployment insurance do not adequatleythese monthly expenses that other supports like unemployment insurance do not adequatley

cover. Is anyone willing to bring this up for congressional discussion? Can the Preseidentcover. Is anyone willing to bring this up for congressional discussion? Can the Preseident

take unilateral action to lift this penalty in this situation?take unilateral action to lift this penalty in this situation? 7 hours ago7 hours ago

Paul J M.Paul J M. This collectivist marxist is a disaster. He's too arrogant to stoop to attending to USThis collectivist marxist is a disaster. He's too arrogant to stoop to attending to US

affairs. Witness the Bengasi affair, his failure to receive foreign relations briefings, his failureaffairs. Witness the Bengasi affair, his failure to receive foreign relations briefings, his failure

to convene jobs councils, his spending our grandchildren's money, his contempt for ourto convene jobs councils, his spending our grandchildren's money, his contempt for our

Christian ideals, his disregard for our Constitution and Declaration of Independence. HowChristian ideals, his disregard for our Constitution and Declaration of Independence. How

could people not see this utter catastrophe, clothed in charisma and oration?could people not see this utter catastrophe, clothed in charisma and oration? 7 hours ago7 hours ago
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:"neither the roof nor the basement of a house will ever be 'safe' without a solid middle floor:"neither the roof nor the basement of a house will ever be 'safe' without a solid middle floor

that support them both." All the best Mr. President!!that support them both." All the best Mr. President!! 7 hours ago7 hours ago

Gulzar M.Gulzar M. I still remember your first speech, from which I understand that you gave anI still remember your first speech, from which I understand that you gave an

impression to the world "Lets Have A New Beginning" I just want to know, Did you fulfill it?impression to the world "Lets Have A New Beginning" I just want to know, Did you fulfill it?

7 hours ago7 hours ago

Alonso L.Alonso L. El mejor de los éxitos en proceso de reelecciónEl mejor de los éxitos en proceso de reelección 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Jesse S.Jesse S. I support your vision and hope for the future. I am one of those millions of peopleI support your vision and hope for the future. I am one of those millions of people

that got layed off from my job w/ no health insurance. I believe with your re-election we willthat got layed off from my job w/ no health insurance. I believe with your re-election we will

be on the right path to recovery. I am just so tired of the spin and lies from the Republicans.be on the right path to recovery. I am just so tired of the spin and lies from the Republicans.

Do they ever answer the question? You have my vote on Nov. 6th.Do they ever answer the question? You have my vote on Nov. 6th. 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Don L.Don L. I'm confused by the fourth point: "Fourth, a balanced plan to reduce our deficit by fourI'm confused by the fourth point: "Fourth, a balanced plan to reduce our deficit by four

trillion dollars over the next decade. On top of the trillion in spending we’ve already cut, I’dtrillion dollars over the next decade. On top of the trillion in spending we’ve already cut, I’d

ask the wealthy to pay a little more....." We've had deficits over one trillion each year for theask the wealthy to pay a little more....." We've had deficits over one trillion each year for the

last 4 years - where is the cut?last 4 years - where is the cut? 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Peter M.Peter M. Mr President, I live in a very lucky and tolerant country. I've watched you tackle theMr President, I live in a very lucky and tolerant country. I've watched you tackle the

difficult issues facing your country and the rest of the world. I live in middle class Australiadifficult issues facing your country and the rest of the world. I live in middle class Australia

and I've been to many great cities in the United States on three occasions in my life. Americaand I've been to many great cities in the United States on three occasions in my life. America

needs a great man like you to bring your country and economy back and the rest of the worldneeds a great man like you to bring your country and economy back and the rest of the world

needs you even more so. May God bless you with a second term in office. Go get them!needs you even more so. May God bless you with a second term in office. Go get them!

8 hours ago8 hours ago

Jan M.Jan M. Mr.President, i come from the Netherlands. I am sorry that i cannot officialy vote youMr.President, i come from the Netherlands. I am sorry that i cannot officialy vote you

because i am dutch. But i hope and wish that you are coming back for your second term. Ibecause i am dutch. But i hope and wish that you are coming back for your second term. I

love your style, your humor and your vision. The world needs a man like you as president oflove your style, your humor and your vision. The world needs a man like you as president of

the U.S.A. Jan Meeksthe U.S.A. Jan Meeks 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Suzanne L.Suzanne L. You have my support. Thank you for accepting the difficult position andYou have my support. Thank you for accepting the difficult position and

responsibilities as OUR PRESIDENT.responsibilities as OUR PRESIDENT. 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Frank C.Frank C. Keep up the good work!Keep up the good work! 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Joyce C.Joyce C. You've been sent to this planet to guide us into the Golden Age so, as they say,You've been sent to this planet to guide us into the Golden Age so, as they say,

"You go, Guy". May the blessings, love and guiding force of the Universe be with you always!"You go, Guy". May the blessings, love and guiding force of the Universe be with you always!

Joyce Corbin from Los AngelesJoyce Corbin from Los Angeles 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Dr Arjun S.Dr Arjun S. With best wishes for strong and bold descisionsWith best wishes for strong and bold descisions 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Flora L.Flora L. Mr. President, we will continue to move the country forward and we will do so withMr. President, we will continue to move the country forward and we will do so with

you as our leader for FOUR MORE YEARS!you as our leader for FOUR MORE YEARS! 8 hours ago8 hours ago

Beppe D.Beppe D. "Best of Luck sir! We will try!""Best of Luck sir! We will try!" 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Moses A.Moses A. hi President Obama, please remind Romney what former president Clinton saidhi President Obama, please remind Romney what former president Clinton said

about the economy when you took over when you meet on tuesdayabout the economy when you took over when you meet on tuesday 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Jeannie G.Jeannie G. President Obama, you've inherited a wealth of problems that were a result ofPresident Obama, you've inherited a wealth of problems that were a result of

mismanagement by the Bush Administration. I believe you have accomplished more in yourmismanagement by the Bush Administration. I believe you have accomplished more in your

first term as President than could have ever been hoped for or imagined. The only problem Ifirst term as President than could have ever been hoped for or imagined. The only problem I

see is that your accomplishments were not properly communicated to the mass media whichsee is that your accomplishments were not properly communicated to the mass media which

then would have been properly shared with the American public. These accomplishmentsthen would have been properly shared with the American public. These accomplishments

have also been overshadowed by escalating food and gasoline prices plus the high rate ofhave also been overshadowed by escalating food and gasoline prices plus the high rate of

unemployment which is slowly decreasing. What some people also fail to realize is that inunemployment which is slowly decreasing. What some people also fail to realize is that in

order to fix the problems we are faced with, it will take more than four years to correct. It willorder to fix the problems we are faced with, it will take more than four years to correct. It will

take the cooperation and blending of positive ideas coming from both parties in an effort totake the cooperation and blending of positive ideas coming from both parties in an effort to

create solutions that are not prone to failure. I appreciate your most importantcreate solutions that are not prone to failure. I appreciate your most important

accomplishment which was to end the war in Iraq, a feat that will begin to reduce some of theaccomplishment which was to end the war in Iraq, a feat that will begin to reduce some of the

United States' massive deficit and allow our troops to come home. Your secondUnited States' massive deficit and allow our troops to come home. Your second

accomplishment was to remove the threat of terrorism by killing Osama Bin Laden andaccomplishment was to remove the threat of terrorism by killing Osama Bin Laden and

thereby restore to the American people hope for a future filled with less terrorist activity.thereby restore to the American people hope for a future filled with less terrorist activity.

President Obama, I applaud your efforts and hope that the American public realize you arePresident Obama, I applaud your efforts and hope that the American public realize you are

the best choice to bring this country back to its former greatness and re-elects you for athe best choice to bring this country back to its former greatness and re-elects you for a

second term.second term. 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Catherine S.Catherine S. Mr. President ( Mr. Barack Obama). Am a Canadian, & am not one to getMr. President ( Mr. Barack Obama). Am a Canadian, & am not one to get

involved in politics. Since you became President, something about you drew me you. Yourinvolved in politics. Since you became President, something about you drew me you. Your

race was not a problem. Noticed that you have it all. You are a very smart man, greatrace was not a problem. Noticed that you have it all. You are a very smart man, great

speaker, great smile, have a wonderful style about you, and you really know what you arespeaker, great smile, have a wonderful style about you, and you really know what you are

talking about. Some Politicians, one can tell they are like robots, and have no idea what theytalking about. Some Politicians, one can tell they are like robots, and have no idea what they

are talking about. Have a few friends and relitives that live in the U.S. and they are all goingare talking about. Have a few friends and relitives that live in the U.S. and they are all going

to vote for you. Could say so much more. Good Luck to you, and hope that you go on to ato vote for you. Could say so much more. Good Luck to you, and hope that you go on to a

second term in The White House. North America, and the rest of the world needs a man likesecond term in The White House. North America, and the rest of the world needs a man like
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for US 'taking a road less traveled by', I recall the words of our first cultural ambassador tofor US 'taking a road less traveled by', I recall the words of our first cultural ambassador to

your great nation,Swami Vivekananda,"Lots of suffering poor people of other countries, castyour great nation,Swami Vivekananda,"Lots of suffering poor people of other countries, cast

off like refuse as it were, find a house and shelter in America, and these are the veryoff like refuse as it were, find a house and shelter in America, and these are the very

backbone of America ! It matters little whether rich men and scholars listen to you,backbone of America ! It matters little whether rich men and scholars listen to you,

understand you, and praise or blame you-- they are merely the ornaments, the decorations ofunderstand you, and praise or blame you-- they are merely the ornaments, the decorations of

the country !-- It is the millions of poor lower class people who are its life.Numbers do notthe country !-- It is the millions of poor lower class people who are its life.Numbers do not

count, nor does wealth or poverty; a handful of men can throw the world off its hinges,count, nor does wealth or poverty; a handful of men can throw the world off its hinges,

provided they are united in thought, word, and deed--- NEVER FORGET THIS CONVICTIONprovided they are united in thought, word, and deed--- NEVER FORGET THIS CONVICTION

(Emphasis mine). The more opposition there is the better...The newer and better a thing is,(Emphasis mine). The more opposition there is the better...The newer and better a thing is,

the more opposition it will meet with at the outset. It is opposition which foretells success."the more opposition it will meet with at the outset. It is opposition which foretells success."

You are a world leader and your destiny is to gather 'a handful of men' with grit and resolve toYou are a world leader and your destiny is to gather 'a handful of men' with grit and resolve to

make the world a better place. I pray India and US come up with such women and men !make the world a better place. I pray India and US come up with such women and men !

Best wishes once again ! Ashok Vaidya, MD PhD, Ex- Yale.Best wishes once again ! Ashok Vaidya, MD PhD, Ex- Yale. 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Warren S.Warren S. Great direction for the whole world, not just the US. It is policy and substance thatGreat direction for the whole world, not just the US. It is policy and substance that

matters, and you have both. People are so fickle. One debate does not a President in thematters, and you have both. People are so fickle. One debate does not a President in the

White House make just as one sparrow does not make a summer. It is yours, raise the fervor,White House make just as one sparrow does not make a summer. It is yours, raise the fervor,

the enthusiam and the passion.the enthusiam and the passion. 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Garen F.Garen F. Mr. President i am concerned with the state of our Constitution what are youMr. President i am concerned with the state of our Constitution what are you

planning to do to restore it so we have our full Rights retruned? I am also very veryplanning to do to restore it so we have our full Rights retruned? I am also very very

concerned with Monsanto's trying to take over our food supply , trying to take our right toconcerned with Monsanto's trying to take over our food supply , trying to take our right to

plant and eat good holsome foods ? What do you plan to do about the underlying threat toplant and eat good holsome foods ? What do you plan to do about the underlying threat to

our food choices and alturnative health choices that should be OUR RIGHT TO CHOSE ???our food choices and alturnative health choices that should be OUR RIGHT TO CHOSE ???

I am grateful that you are for altrunative power and better gas miliage as i am sure theI am grateful that you are for altrunative power and better gas miliage as i am sure the

means it already available THANK YOU! I also feel its time to reduce the incomes and themeans it already available THANK YOU! I also feel its time to reduce the incomes and the

retirement plans for the elected officials , they are supposed to be working for us not for aretirement plans for the elected officials , they are supposed to be working for us not for a

FAT WALLET ! I remain confident that you are doing the best that you can under theFAT WALLET ! I remain confident that you are doing the best that you can under the

cercomstances and I hope that you are able to pull out all the stops this next term andcercomstances and I hope that you are able to pull out all the stops this next term and

expose the TRUTH where ever possible! Blessings in your journey!!!!expose the TRUTH where ever possible! Blessings in your journey!!!! 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Paye B.Paye B. Believe in doing, well off green solutions for communities. Great Solar Charger kitBelieve in doing, well off green solutions for communities. Great Solar Charger kit

for iPhone 5 & other MOBILE Phones but also the healthiest emergency light for HOME:for iPhone 5 & other MOBILE Phones but also the healthiest emergency light for HOME:

http://nurasoltech.com/productshow.asp?id=50http://nurasoltech.com/productshow.asp?id=50 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Umesh S.Umesh S. Best of Luck sir! We will try!Best of Luck sir! We will try! 9 hours ago9 hours ago

Ashish P.Ashish P. Mr. president come from middle class family hence he is very strong in goodMr. president come from middle class family hence he is very strong in good

planning and management. I belive that he come out form this present situation and he willplanning and management. I belive that he come out form this present situation and he will

win presendential seat.win presendential seat. 9 hours ago9 hours ago

matthew R.matthew R. hope you change jobshope you change jobs 10 hours ago10 hours ago

ANEESH K.ANEESH K. he was great manhe was great man 10 hours ago10 hours ago

Hetty D.Hetty D. Dear Mr. President. I am a Dutch woman, who's son is living and working in SanDear Mr. President. I am a Dutch woman, who's son is living and working in San

Francisco and he's married with an American woman. I strongly believe in your programmeFrancisco and he's married with an American woman. I strongly believe in your programme

and policy and I hope and wish that you'are coming back after the elections as the nextand policy and I hope and wish that you'are coming back after the elections as the next

president of the USA. I wish you the strength and power in these turbulent days!president of the USA. I wish you the strength and power in these turbulent days!

10 hours ago10 hours ago

Imsuk Y.Imsuk Y. I fully support your vision and policies not only for the American people but for theI fully support your vision and policies not only for the American people but for the

world community, Mr. President. The Green energy(clean energy) should be forwardedworld community, Mr. President. The Green energy(clean energy) should be forwarded

actively in order to save the Earrth. As the world-leading country the American governmentactively in order to save the Earrth. As the world-leading country the American government

must show the world community how new resources such as wind power, solar energy, andmust show the world community how new resources such as wind power, solar energy, and

biofuels can save the national economy and the Only-One-Earth!! Good Luck^^ from Seoul,biofuels can save the national economy and the Only-One-Earth!! Good Luck^^ from Seoul,

Korea.Korea. 10 hours ago10 hours ago

Anthony A.Anthony A. Though am not in the United State. My heart, head and body are all with you Mr.Though am not in the United State. My heart, head and body are all with you Mr.

President. I am praying tirelessly for your second term. God bless you.President. I am praying tirelessly for your second term. God bless you. 10 hours ago10 hours ago

Simoncelli V.Simoncelli V. Go Barack Go!Go Barack Go! 10 hours ago10 hours ago

Denise S.Denise S. Mr. President, I voted for you in the last election, and will likely do so in thisMr. President, I voted for you in the last election, and will likely do so in this

election, God willing. I have read your plan, or should I say highlights of it. and agree with theelection, God willing. I have read your plan, or should I say highlights of it. and agree with the

direction. MY comments and observations are on another set of issues . It seems that everydirection. MY comments and observations are on another set of issues . It seems that every

election year we get hung up on red herring issues. I can't remember when a presidentialelection year we get hung up on red herring issues. I can't remember when a presidential

campaign has been ran, that abortion did not come up. I find it interesting that, even thoughcampaign has been ran, that abortion did not come up. I find it interesting that, even though

the GOP says that they are against it, we have had several Republican presidents in officethe GOP says that they are against it, we have had several Republican presidents in office

since it's legalization. and it is still ok to kill unborn babies. Now I believe actions speaksince it's legalization. and it is still ok to kill unborn babies. Now I believe actions speak

louder than words, so they need to toss that red herring back into the sea where it belongs. Ilouder than words, so they need to toss that red herring back into the sea where it belongs. I

do wonder at the income of our elected officials and the length of their terms. I think it woulddo wonder at the income of our elected officials and the length of their terms. I think it would

be easier for the President of the United States to do his job, if he wasn't fighting professionalbe easier for the President of the United States to do his job, if he wasn't fighting professional

politicians at every term. Cut their terms and you cut their power. Pay them a wage wile theypoliticians at every term. Cut their terms and you cut their power. Pay them a wage wile they

are in office and when they are done, we are done paying them. I believe that only theare in office and when they are done, we are done paying them. I believe that only the
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think that the income and benefits of the our elected officials should be disclosed in a simplethink that the income and benefits of the our elected officials should be disclosed in a simple

straightforward document and posted in the newspapers and on the internet, after all, we are payingstraightforward document and posted in the newspapers and on the internet, after all, we are paying

those salaries and benefits. By doing this, I think that the average American citizen would becomethose salaries and benefits. By doing this, I think that the average American citizen would become

more interested in what goes on in Washington, because they will want to be sure that they aremore interested in what goes on in Washington, because they will want to be sure that they are

getting what they are paying for. Your plan, and our country, would work better and more efficiently ifgetting what they are paying for. Your plan, and our country, would work better and more efficiently if

Washington was refreshed every 4,or 8 years. There would be more money available to pay our bills ifWashington was refreshed every 4,or 8 years. There would be more money available to pay our bills if

we stopped these men and women from sucking on the hind tit and weaned them off of our payroll. Iwe stopped these men and women from sucking on the hind tit and weaned them off of our payroll. I

am just an average working American. I have no sad story to tell, I was raised by hard working peopleam just an average working American. I have no sad story to tell, I was raised by hard working people

and learned at an early age that if you don;t work you don;t eat. I put God first in my life and pay myand learned at an early age that if you don;t work you don;t eat. I put God first in my life and pay my

bills and pay my taxes live within my means. I believe that if everyone would endeavor to work, paybills and pay my taxes live within my means. I believe that if everyone would endeavor to work, pay

their bills and pay their taxes, we would all do well. We need programs to help those who can not helptheir bills and pay their taxes, we would all do well. We need programs to help those who can not help

themselves, but I think we need to remember that charity begins at home. So when we are back tothemselves, but I think we need to remember that charity begins at home. So when we are back to

being ok, we can help those outside our boarders.being ok, we can help those outside our boarders. 10 hours ago10 hours ago

Charles M.Charles M. I believe you are really concerned about the American People......thanksI believe you are really concerned about the American People......thanks

10 hours ago10 hours ago

Chandran P.Chandran P. Need, for conscious approach with a vision constituting all the relevantNeed, for conscious approach with a vision constituting all the relevant

ingredients in the making, with due consideration of revised economic national patriotism andingredients in the making, with due consideration of revised economic national patriotism and

international outlook on humanity.international outlook on humanity. 10 hours ago10 hours ago

Tony T.Tony T. LikeLike 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Sanaullah K.Sanaullah K. You will win this Presidential Elections, Mr. Obama.You will win this Presidential Elections, Mr. Obama. 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Ana T.Ana T. Mr President, the only thing Romney could sale is his business experience, why don'tMr President, the only thing Romney could sale is his business experience, why don't

you explain people that a country is not just a business?you explain people that a country is not just a business? 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Muthu P.Muthu P. economic policies are not stableeconomic policies are not stable 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Christophe S.Christophe S. Mr. President I took the liberty to translate part of a letter from General deMr. President I took the liberty to translate part of a letter from General de

Gaulle sent to the Board of the French resistance during the last worldwide war.Gaulle sent to the Board of the French resistance during the last worldwide war.

**************** We must get out of the chaos through a renovation that should restore**************** We must get out of the chaos through a renovation that should restore

greatness to the country with the means to play its leading role connected to his genius, andgreatness to the country with the means to play its leading role connected to his genius, and

at the same time to ensure all children safety, freedom, dignity in their work and in their lives.at the same time to ensure all children safety, freedom, dignity in their work and in their lives.

It is our responsibility to collect all the data and generate all the work that will raise theIt is our responsibility to collect all the data and generate all the work that will raise the

country and its leaders to guide the road that leads into the future. ********************** Youcountry and its leaders to guide the road that leads into the future. ********************** You

probably know that this board (including people from right and left wings) also drew up theprobably know that this board (including people from right and left wings) also drew up the

"New French Deal" in 1945, introducing the social security and other social advances. While"New French Deal" in 1945, introducing the social security and other social advances. While

the country was in ruins, and thanks especially to US helps. And thanks to your freedomthe country was in ruins, and thanks especially to US helps. And thanks to your freedom

patriots died in Normandy or elsewhere, my father at the time fighting with them in Africa andpatriots died in Normandy or elsewhere, my father at the time fighting with them in Africa and

France You can do it. Let's stay together Christophe SudreFrance You can do it. Let's stay together Christophe Sudre 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Ahmad M.Ahmad M. Mr. President, please stop giving Aids to ROGUE countries and use these forMr. President, please stop giving Aids to ROGUE countries and use these for

nation building.nation building. 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Vittorio T.Vittorio T. E' un vero piano di politica industriale e sociale. It's a meaningful plan for theE' un vero piano di politica industriale e sociale. It's a meaningful plan for the

social and industrial development of a great Countrysocial and industrial development of a great Country 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Peter R.Peter R. Peter Ramadikela, from Rustenburg in South Africa, Mr President, please allow mePeter Ramadikela, from Rustenburg in South Africa, Mr President, please allow me

to wish you ALL the best in your quest to improve further the lives of ordinary Americans. Ito wish you ALL the best in your quest to improve further the lives of ordinary Americans. I

am moreover connected to your foreign policy approach that aspires to put simple and nobleam moreover connected to your foreign policy approach that aspires to put simple and noble

desires of human beings first - freedom, peace and justice. There will always be hurdles,desires of human beings first - freedom, peace and justice. There will always be hurdles,

obstacles and differing views - hence I choose to differ with those who choose to differ withobstacles and differing views - hence I choose to differ with those who choose to differ with

you, while I tolerate them. America can only afford to move FORWARD!! ALL God'syou, while I tolerate them. America can only afford to move FORWARD!! ALL God's

blessings to you!blessings to you! 11 hours ago11 hours ago

Ariyadasa B.Ariyadasa B. Yes well good suggetions and again go forward sirYes well good suggetions and again go forward sir 11 hours ago11 hours ago

jayachandran K.jayachandran K. point by point-well said Mr.President No doubt about your second termpoint by point-well said Mr.President No doubt about your second term

12 hours ago12 hours ago

Arthur D.Arthur D. PLEASE MR. PRESIDENT I appreciate the fact that I know all you have done forPLEASE MR. PRESIDENT I appreciate the fact that I know all you have done for

me in your term. I ask that you do one more thing and that is make it where small business isme in your term. I ask that you do one more thing and that is make it where small business is

not included in the Dodd-French act. I need a small business loan in the worst way but thenot included in the Dodd-French act. I need a small business loan in the worst way but the

bank that I have been with for a long time cannot make me a loan because of this act. Therebank that I have been with for a long time cannot make me a loan because of this act. There

hands are tied by this act from making a loan except basing it on the net income. Mr.hands are tied by this act from making a loan except basing it on the net income. Mr.

President thank you for open VA benefits back up to me. Mr Bush took this from me and allPresident thank you for open VA benefits back up to me. Mr Bush took this from me and all

the other vets out there when he took office and you brought it back in June after you tookthe other vets out there when he took office and you brought it back in June after you took

office. I was in the doughnut hole under the Bush plan and had to go without Medicine fromoffice. I was in the doughnut hole under the Bush plan and had to go without Medicine from

1996 until you helped us Veterans. I praise you for this and the fact that you have a very1996 until you helped us Veterans. I praise you for this and the fact that you have a very

good heart. Yes, I thank you for helping me with a law that helped me refinance my homegood heart. Yes, I thank you for helping me with a law that helped me refinance my home

that I was about to loose. I hope your able to get across to the American people that privatethat I was about to loose. I hope your able to get across to the American people that private

entity is not the way for our tax dollars to go. As I listen to your and the other mansentity is not the way for our tax dollars to go. As I listen to your and the other mans
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should follow your God given instincts or the Prophet. I said the bible, ding you cannot go to theshould follow your God given instincts or the Prophet. I said the bible, ding you cannot go to the

temple. That was the end of my Mormon life. They are good people yes but not for our president and Itemple. That was the end of my Mormon life. They are good people yes but not for our president and I

hate to say there is not another religion that I would not rather see take that office. People better wakehate to say there is not another religion that I would not rather see take that office. People better wake

up to the truth and smirk like me and Joe Biden did as his opponent spoke. MAY GOD HELP US TOup to the truth and smirk like me and Joe Biden did as his opponent spoke. MAY GOD HELP US TO

HAVE THE WISDOM TO KNOW THE TRUTH AND TO FOLLOW IT AND LET IT LEAD US.HAVE THE WISDOM TO KNOW THE TRUTH AND TO FOLLOW IT AND LET IT LEAD US.

12 hours ago12 hours ago

Bhagesh K.Bhagesh K. All though the things said and planned are good but the execution might takeAll though the things said and planned are good but the execution might take

more time than another presidential term.. i wish Mr. President all the best...critics will alwaysmore time than another presidential term.. i wish Mr. President all the best...critics will always

be there..keep the good job going!!be there..keep the good job going!! 12 hours ago12 hours ago

Trudy K.Trudy K. Do not make promises you can not keep! Let's take care of the Americans and theDo not make promises you can not keep! Let's take care of the Americans and the

crisis and downfalls that are happening right here in our country! My husband was thecrisis and downfalls that are happening right here in our country! My husband was the

Trustee for 2 terms, and he tried to motivate people to get off of Government funding, but heTrustee for 2 terms, and he tried to motivate people to get off of Government funding, but he

quickly leaned that they knew the system very well on how to take more and more from ourquickly leaned that they knew the system very well on how to take more and more from our

tax money, rather then work a job were they would make only $7-8 an hour. Something istax money, rather then work a job were they would make only $7-8 an hour. Something is

wrong when more money is given to the poor with out stiffer STIPULATIONS then the taxwrong when more money is given to the poor with out stiffer STIPULATIONS then the tax

breaks that the middle class deserve??? I am not saying not help those that truly need it, butbreaks that the middle class deserve??? I am not saying not help those that truly need it, but

if they are able to work then they need to accept jobs that might pay less then the job theyif they are able to work then they need to accept jobs that might pay less then the job they

lost, or Work 2 or 3 jobs to survive rather then the easier way out by relying on our tax dollarslost, or Work 2 or 3 jobs to survive rather then the easier way out by relying on our tax dollars

to support them! There are jobs out there, if they really want to work! Sincerely a motivatorto support them! There are jobs out there, if they really want to work! Sincerely a motivator

worker of 3 jobs just to survive! Schools are always looking for Substitute teachers, busworker of 3 jobs just to survive! Schools are always looking for Substitute teachers, bus

drivers, become a manager of a fast food restaurant, waitress or waiters, work out of yourdrivers, become a manager of a fast food restaurant, waitress or waiters, work out of your

home, start a Certified Day Care, do yard work for the elderly in your area! Working ishome, start a Certified Day Care, do yard work for the elderly in your area! Working is

GREAT therapy, stop paying your Therapist and go to work!!!!GREAT therapy, stop paying your Therapist and go to work!!!! 12 hours ago12 hours ago

Mohammad F.Mohammad F. Right approach!!Right approach!! 12 hours ago12 hours ago

Matthew T.Matthew T. I have read your plans and they sound familiar to here, but the one part thatI have read your plans and they sound familiar to here, but the one part that

stood out was, to have a strong thriving middle class. I look at a-lot of America's politions andstood out was, to have a strong thriving middle class. I look at a-lot of America's politions and

always think that, are they in it just to win or do they really want what is best for therealways think that, are they in it just to win or do they really want what is best for there

country. If you look after the heart (middle class, lower class) the body(country) will only growcountry. If you look after the heart (middle class, lower class) the body(country) will only grow

stonger.stonger. 12 hours ago12 hours ago

Dr M A O.Dr M A O. Mr President Obama, Let me wish you all the best from Bangladesh and hopeMr President Obama, Let me wish you all the best from Bangladesh and hope

that you win the presidential election again. Your challenges may be overwhelming butthat you win the presidential election again. Your challenges may be overwhelming but

please carry on your visionary work for a better America as well as a peaceful world. Mayplease carry on your visionary work for a better America as well as a peaceful world. May

God bless you!God bless you! 12 hours ago12 hours ago

Trudy K.Trudy K. I will get to the point.. My husband is now struggling with disabilities which keepsI will get to the point.. My husband is now struggling with disabilities which keeps

him from working, and helping out financially, other then his Social Security check of lesshim from working, and helping out financially, other then his Social Security check of less

then $1500 a month. He worked over 31 years at the same job, changing BIG farm tiresthen $1500 a month. He worked over 31 years at the same job, changing BIG farm tires

which has destroyed his body. I have worked 3 jobs my entire married life to help raise our 3which has destroyed his body. I have worked 3 jobs my entire married life to help raise our 3

children and help pay bills while living modestly. After my husband retired from the tirechildren and help pay bills while living modestly. After my husband retired from the tire

business, we both drove school buses for 17 years, until he was let go because of hisbusiness, we both drove school buses for 17 years, until he was let go because of his

disability. at that time i chose to apply for my social security benefits at the age of 62 yearsdisability. at that time i chose to apply for my social security benefits at the age of 62 years

old. Today, i was informed that i was being penalized by Social Security for making too muchold. Today, i was informed that i was being penalized by Social Security for making too much

money this past year of $20,000.00. Maybe you are not aware of this ruling, but a person onmoney this past year of $20,000.00. Maybe you are not aware of this ruling, but a person on

Social Security can not make more then somewhere around $14.875.00 a year, or they willSocial Security can not make more then somewhere around $14.875.00 a year, or they will

start taking money away from you.. My husband is now 71 years old and he can make all hestart taking money away from you.. My husband is now 71 years old and he can make all he

wants! in fact he can make a million dollars if he wants! But, remember, he can not workwants! in fact he can make a million dollars if he wants! But, remember, he can not work

because of his disability. So my shoulders are bearing most of the weight with paying bills!because of his disability. So my shoulders are bearing most of the weight with paying bills!

We have NO credit card debt, but with a mortgage, utilities, one vehicle payment, healthWe have NO credit card debt, but with a mortgage, utilities, one vehicle payment, health

insurance, home insurance, auto insurance, groceries, property taxes and fuel cost we areinsurance, home insurance, auto insurance, groceries, property taxes and fuel cost we are

pinching pennies just to survive! NOW they are penalizing me for WORKING and trying topinching pennies just to survive! NOW they are penalizing me for WORKING and trying to

get ahead or just staying ahead of the every day, every month expenses! As president, wouldget ahead or just staying ahead of the every day, every month expenses! As president, would

you please RAISE the amount of money that an individual can make while on SS and NOTyou please RAISE the amount of money that an individual can make while on SS and NOT

PENALIZE us older folks that still need to work to stay afloat... If you can promise this, thenPENALIZE us older folks that still need to work to stay afloat... If you can promise this, then

YOU have my vote! If not, then then I will need to continue to support the Republican party.YOU have my vote! If not, then then I will need to continue to support the Republican party.

12 hours ago12 hours ago

Jayesh C.Jayesh C. Mr.President of United states of America, I wish ,you would be the next presidentMr.President of United states of America, I wish ,you would be the next president

of US for supporting the citizens of USA, I wish I would get an opportunity to work for yourof US for supporting the citizens of USA, I wish I would get an opportunity to work for your

campaign to win the next president of USA. once i was a student, i had an opportunity to visitcampaign to win the next president of USA. once i was a student, i had an opportunity to visit

USA, but some reason i couldnt, when u became president of USA, i wished again need toUSA, but some reason i couldnt, when u became president of USA, i wished again need to

visit USA, and see the zero level , to pray for the vistims of sept 11, whenever i pray, they allvisit USA, and see the zero level , to pray for the vistims of sept 11, whenever i pray, they all

r on my prayers...u r a big hearted person. u will win this time too. u need to be a greatr on my prayers...u r a big hearted person. u will win this time too. u need to be a great

person. wish you good luck. its my sinciere wish.person. wish you good luck. its my sinciere wish. 12 hours ago12 hours ago

Vera L.Vera L. Thanks for staying the person you are. Yesterday I talkd with my son about (the lackThanks for staying the person you are. Yesterday I talkd with my son about (the lack

of) inner civilisation these days. You are a positive example.of) inner civilisation these days. You are a positive example. 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Hans I.Hans I. Right on Mr. President. Though I'm Dutch, you got my vote as would many overRight on Mr. President. Though I'm Dutch, you got my vote as would many over

here!here! 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Frank G.Frank G. Just asking? How can the governemnt tax someone who retires at 66 years of ageJust asking? How can the governemnt tax someone who retires at 66 years of age

and taxing income over $14,100 a year at 66 percent? Please explain to me how that is fair?and taxing income over $14,100 a year at 66 percent? Please explain to me how that is fair?
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Rathinam C.Rathinam C. Mr President of US, A clean record and great vision. Congratulations and youMr President of US, A clean record and great vision. Congratulations and you

deserve one more term. Win and use the same to create world hormony.deserve one more term. Win and use the same to create world hormony.

Dr.R.Chandramohan, IndiaDr.R.Chandramohan, India 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Bill A.Bill A. My decision has been made for over a year !My decision has been made for over a year ! 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Frank G.Frank G. Solution for taxing the rich. A 90 percent tax on ALL political contributions. It is aSolution for taxing the rich. A 90 percent tax on ALL political contributions. It is a

fair tax because it is a voluntary tax. If you don't contribute you don't pay. It also helpsfair tax because it is a voluntary tax. If you don't contribute you don't pay. It also helps

remove the corruption from campaign financing. Next problem?remove the corruption from campaign financing. Next problem? 13 hours ago13 hours ago

kamal K.kamal K. super power prime minester of country i big fan obamasuper power prime minester of country i big fan obama 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Harry V.Harry V. Mr. President, my hope is that in these challenges times a larger part of theMr. President, my hope is that in these challenges times a larger part of the

electorate will start recognizing two things, 1) that the better (in fact the best) way to serveelectorate will start recognizing two things, 1) that the better (in fact the best) way to serve

ones self-interest, is by first focusing on serving our common interest, and 2) that theones self-interest, is by first focusing on serving our common interest, and 2) that the

solutions to our economic and environmental challenges are one and the same, and thatsolutions to our economic and environmental challenges are one and the same, and that

such sustainable development pathway is the best door-opener to a more prosperous future,such sustainable development pathway is the best door-opener to a more prosperous future,

creating jobs and economic growth while improving the quality of our living environment andcreating jobs and economic growth while improving the quality of our living environment and

the products and services we acquire.the products and services we acquire. 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Ingrid V.Ingrid V. I hope Barack that you will be a president for the entire world and that we will learnI hope Barack that you will be a president for the entire world and that we will learn

from each other - all people in the world - to create balance in prosperity and health,to share,from each other - all people in the world - to create balance in prosperity and health,to share,

to take care of our planet! I hope you will be able to make the 99% of Americans clear thatto take care of our planet! I hope you will be able to make the 99% of Americans clear that

we will all suffer from the elitist approach Romney and Ryan take. Let's make this a worldwe will all suffer from the elitist approach Romney and Ryan take. Let's make this a world

good for everybody!good for everybody! 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Masood A.Masood A. Mr. President, we americans strongly urge you to reverse your decision toMr. President, we americans strongly urge you to reverse your decision to

oppose the Palestinian application to the U.N. General Assembly for recognition of aoppose the Palestinian application to the U.N. General Assembly for recognition of a

Palestinian State. Regardless of Israels rejection of such an action, it is in our own country'sPalestinian State. Regardless of Israels rejection of such an action, it is in our own country's

national interest to do so. According to Israels Declaration of Independence, Israel was givennational interest to do so. According to Israels Declaration of Independence, Israel was given

the right to statehood by U.N. General Assembly Resolution 181 passed on Nov. 29, 1949.the right to statehood by U.N. General Assembly Resolution 181 passed on Nov. 29, 1949.

That resolution called for TWO states, one Jewish and one Palestinian, with Jerusalem asThat resolution called for TWO states, one Jewish and one Palestinian, with Jerusalem as

Palestine Capital. It is thus clear that under Resolution 181 Palestinians are entitled to aPalestine Capital. It is thus clear that under Resolution 181 Palestinians are entitled to a

state of their own. Mr. President, as you are most aware, both the U.N. General Assemblystate of their own. Mr. President, as you are most aware, both the U.N. General Assembly

and U.N. Security Council have passed a multitude of resolutions (except those vetoed byand U.N. Security Council have passed a multitude of resolutions (except those vetoed by

the U.S.) condemning Israels occupation of Palestinian territories. Security Councilthe U.S.) condemning Israels occupation of Palestinian territories. Security Council

Resolutions 242 and 338 have called upon Israel to withdraw to pre-1967 borders, includingResolutions 242 and 338 have called upon Israel to withdraw to pre-1967 borders, including

from East Jerusalem. On July 9, 2004 the International Court of Justice ruled that: Israelifrom East Jerusalem. On July 9, 2004 the International Court of Justice ruled that: Israeli

settlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, are illegal and ansettlements in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, are illegal and an

obstacle to peace and to economic and social development [... and] have been established inobstacle to peace and to economic and social development [... and] have been established in

breach of international law. With the possible exception of apartheid South Africa, no nationbreach of international law. With the possible exception of apartheid South Africa, no nation

in modern history has been so condemned by United Nations resolutions, the Internationalin modern history has been so condemned by United Nations resolutions, the International

Court of Justice, all human rights organizations, and the majority of world governments asCourt of Justice, all human rights organizations, and the majority of world governments as

has Israel. On many occasions only the U.S. stood with Israel as it violated International lawhas Israel. On many occasions only the U.S. stood with Israel as it violated International law

and U.N. resolutionseven Security Council Resolutions we supported. President Obama, youand U.N. resolutionseven Security Council Resolutions we supported. President Obama, you

have declared that a resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is in the vital interest of thehave declared that a resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is in the vital interest of the

United States. According to a Zogby International Poll published on March 25, 2011, 81United States. According to a Zogby International Poll published on March 25, 2011, 81

percent of Americans share your view that Israels continuing occupation of Palestine putspercent of Americans share your view that Israels continuing occupation of Palestine puts

U.S. interests in this region, so vital to our economy, at risk. Mr. President, prominentU.S. interests in this region, so vital to our economy, at risk. Mr. President, prominent

American and Israeli figures including Nobel laureates, Knesset members, politicians,American and Israeli figures including Nobel laureates, Knesset members, politicians,

diplomats, academicians, and former defense department staff have expressed their strongdiplomats, academicians, and former defense department staff have expressed their strong

support for U.N. recognition of a Palestinian state based on 1967 borders. They placed adssupport for U.N. recognition of a Palestinian state based on 1967 borders. They placed ads

including their letters to you and European Union leaders that ran in Israel, Europe, and theincluding their letters to you and European Union leaders that ran in Israel, Europe, and the

U.S. Sir, your veto of a U.N. Security Council resolution recommending that the GeneralU.S. Sir, your veto of a U.N. Security Council resolution recommending that the General

Assembly recognize a Palestinian state will further solidify the Arab and Muslim view that ourAssembly recognize a Palestinian state will further solidify the Arab and Muslim view that our

policy in the region is hypocritical and reeks of double standards given our total support ofpolicy in the region is hypocritical and reeks of double standards given our total support of

Israel against Palestinian rights, as reiterated in the Pentagon's Defense Science BoardIsrael against Palestinian rights, as reiterated in the Pentagon's Defense Science Board

Report of September 2004 submitted to then-Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. IsReport of September 2004 submitted to then-Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. Is

jeopardizing our national interests and standing in the entire Arab and Muslim worldindeed,jeopardizing our national interests and standing in the entire Arab and Muslim worldindeed,

throughout the worldworth our counterproductive support of one nation, Israel, whosethroughout the worldworth our counterproductive support of one nation, Israel, whose

interests often clash with American national interests? ISRAEL IS A BURDEN ON AMERICAinterests often clash with American national interests? ISRAEL IS A BURDEN ON AMERICA

AND AS PER EUROPEAN UNION ITS NUCLEAR WEAPONS ARE DANGEROUS FORAND AS PER EUROPEAN UNION ITS NUCLEAR WEAPONS ARE DANGEROUS FOR

THE WORLD PEACETHE WORLD PEACE 13 hours ago13 hours ago

evelyn B.evelyn B. I am recovering from a Liver and Kidney transplant after a 5 year wait! What wouldI am recovering from a Liver and Kidney transplant after a 5 year wait! What would

I do without benefits.. Obamacare is the answer.I do without benefits.. Obamacare is the answer. 13 hours ago13 hours ago

VIJENDRA KUMAR G.VIJENDRA KUMAR G. This is my prediction that you His Highness would be the winner forThis is my prediction that you His Highness would be the winner for

second term of the highest office of the PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES OFsecond term of the highest office of the PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES OF

AMERICA...The under development countries need economic growth for which we all requireAMERICA...The under development countries need economic growth for which we all require

your Highness kind help. Second thing is Your His Highness is to root out fully the terrorismyour Highness kind help. Second thing is Your His Highness is to root out fully the terrorism

from the world, like Bin Laden. May GOD bless you His Highness for the highest office offrom the world, like Bin Laden. May GOD bless you His Highness for the highest office of

presidency. for good cause ahead..Senior Citizen -Vijendra kumar Gupta, Indiapresidency. for good cause ahead..Senior Citizen -Vijendra kumar Gupta, India

13 hours ago13 hours ago

DrJoy K.DrJoy K. Creating millions of manufacturing jobs, export promotion, oil policy etc. areCreating millions of manufacturing jobs, export promotion, oil policy etc. are
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Masood A.Masood A. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH: CREATION OF PALESTINIAN STATE ALONG THEENOUGH IS ENOUGH: CREATION OF PALESTINIAN STATE ALONG THE

1967 BORDER AND LIBERATION OF JERUSALEM AS PALESTINE CAPITAL AND1967 BORDER AND LIBERATION OF JERUSALEM AS PALESTINE CAPITAL AND

ALLOWING PALESTINIAN REFUGEES TO COME BACK TO PALESTINE WILL PAVE THEALLOWING PALESTINIAN REFUGEES TO COME BACK TO PALESTINE WILL PAVE THE

WAY TO A FINAL RESOLUTION OF THE CENTURY-OLD CONFLICT AND EFFECTIVELYWAY TO A FINAL RESOLUTION OF THE CENTURY-OLD CONFLICT AND EFFECTIVELY

REDUCE MUSLIM ANIMOSITY TO THE UNITED STATES. ISRAEL IS A BURDEN ONREDUCE MUSLIM ANIMOSITY TO THE UNITED STATES. ISRAEL IS A BURDEN ON

AMERICA . Mr. President, this is your opportunity to build the strongest bridge with theAMERICA . Mr. President, this is your opportunity to build the strongest bridge with the

Muslim world and establish a courageous principled precedent that Americas nationalMuslim world and establish a courageous principled precedent that Americas national

interests supersede any foreign and domestic political considerations. entitled to their civilinterests supersede any foreign and domestic political considerations. entitled to their civil

and human rights, and Americans should support their peaceful effort to govern themselves.and human rights, and Americans should support their peaceful effort to govern themselves.

Eleven million Palestinians are living as refugees within and out of their homeland, havingEleven million Palestinians are living as refugees within and out of their homeland, having

endured two expulsions from their land, originally in 1948 and again in 1967. Not only doesendured two expulsions from their land, originally in 1948 and again in 1967. Not only does

their expulsion from their homes in East Jerusalem and the West Bank continue today, buttheir expulsion from their homes in East Jerusalem and the West Bank continue today, but

for four years 1.5 million Palestinians in Gaza have been besieged by Israel, causing afor four years 1.5 million Palestinians in Gaza have been besieged by Israel, causing a

humanitarian catastrophe as documented by the United Nations and human rightshumanitarian catastrophe as documented by the United Nations and human rights

organizations. YOUR PROGRESS AND YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENT WOULD BEorganizations. YOUR PROGRESS AND YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENT WOULD BE

RECOGNIZED IN THE WORLD ONLY WHEN PALESTINE IS CREATED AND JERUSALEMRECOGNIZED IN THE WORLD ONLY WHEN PALESTINE IS CREATED AND JERUSALEM

IS LIBERATED AND PALESTINIAN REFUGEES ARE ALLOWED TO STAY IN PALESTINE.IS LIBERATED AND PALESTINIAN REFUGEES ARE ALLOWED TO STAY IN PALESTINE.

13 hours ago13 hours ago

Dr Dimitris T.Dr Dimitris T. Mr President, Best Wishes from Australia for an Election Win next month! TheMr President, Best Wishes from Australia for an Election Win next month! The

challenges are huge, but your vision for a better America and a more just World is now morechallenges are huge, but your vision for a better America and a more just World is now more

important than ever! Please defend it with great vigour for all to see. You can!important than ever! Please defend it with great vigour for all to see. You can!

13 hours ago13 hours ago

Asep H.Asep H. dear president obama me like youdear president obama me like you 13 hours ago13 hours ago

Siva R.Siva R. Dear President Obama, I am rooting for you and I am confident that you will win theDear President Obama, I am rooting for you and I am confident that you will win the

election. Godspeed and well wishes!election. Godspeed and well wishes! 13 hours ago13 hours ago

zhou X.zhou X. I like this guy,I will vote to you.I like this guy,I will vote to you. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

yegnaraman K.yegnaraman K. Ya Ya OBAMA's plans will be highly rewarding.Let all americans voteYa Ya OBAMA's plans will be highly rewarding.Let all americans vote

wholeheartedly to make his dreams a success and let US come back to its self again.Nowholeheartedly to make his dreams a success and let US come back to its self again.No

more wars please Focus within.You are the winner.Hats off to You.more wars please Focus within.You are the winner.Hats off to You. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Richard F.Richard F. Dear President Obama, The whole US set up is set up for failure. [1] USDear President Obama, The whole US set up is set up for failure. [1] US

President cannot achieve much in 8 years. [2] US President has to get by Congress andPresident cannot achieve much in 8 years. [2] US President has to get by Congress and

Senate. Stumbling Blocks. [3] US Education is successful just for the minority Rich. [USSenate. Stumbling Blocks. [3] US Education is successful just for the minority Rich. [US

Education must be English, Speed Reading, Science, Math, Personal Finance, Martial ArtsEducation must be English, Speed Reading, Science, Math, Personal Finance, Martial Arts

for mental strength and to kick drugs. What percentage of Americans are addicts? , Music,for mental strength and to kick drugs. What percentage of Americans are addicts? , Music,

Etiquette, Foreign Languages. Majority of Americans can't speak or write even English! [4]Etiquette, Foreign Languages. Majority of Americans can't speak or write even English! [4]

Americans are killing themselves with Coca Cola and all Fast Foods [5] America's HealthAmericans are killing themselves with Coca Cola and all Fast Foods [5] America's Health

Care are run by 'hustlers'. An Aloe Vera plant is just $4.00 but by the time we payCare are run by 'hustlers'. An Aloe Vera plant is just $4.00 but by the time we pay

Congress,$4.00 Senate,$4.00, Law Firms $4.00, Insurance Companies $4.00 and PharmaCongress,$4.00 Senate,$4.00, Law Firms $4.00, Insurance Companies $4.00 and Pharma

$4.00 it becomes $4.00 x 6 = $24.00 Ridiculous and Axis of Evil. [6] Make Friends and$4.00 it becomes $4.00 x 6 = $24.00 Ridiculous and Axis of Evil. [6] Make Friends and

Influence People not make Wars. [7] Make the 2 million attorneys in the US becomeInfluence People not make Wars. [7] Make the 2 million attorneys in the US become

Inventors. [8] Be a Christian country not PAGAN [9] emulate Singapore [10] obey the 10Inventors. [8] Be a Christian country not PAGAN [9] emulate Singapore [10] obey the 10

commandments. Just 10 short and to the point laws not long winded stupid Attorneys laws.commandments. Just 10 short and to the point laws not long winded stupid Attorneys laws.

14 hours ago14 hours ago

Justin Q.Justin Q. Good plans!!Good plans!! 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Jovan N.Jovan N. Presidential debate word cloud Obama HD Wallpaper http://www.wallhd.comPresidential debate word cloud Obama HD Wallpaper http://www.wallhd.com

/obama_word_cloud-2330.html/obama_word_cloud-2330.html 14 hours ago14 hours ago

JAI S.JAI S. I AM IN FULL AGREEMENT WITH THE VISIONARY PLANS OF PRESIDENTI AM IN FULL AGREEMENT WITH THE VISIONARY PLANS OF PRESIDENT

BARACK OBAMA AND I AM IN DENAIL WITH THE PLANS OF MR.MITT ROMNEY,HEBARACK OBAMA AND I AM IN DENAIL WITH THE PLANS OF MR.MITT ROMNEY,HE

WILL TAKE USA MANY YEARS BEHIND AND IN TURN COMPLETE WILL BE AFFECTEDWILL TAKE USA MANY YEARS BEHIND AND IN TURN COMPLETE WILL BE AFFECTED

ADVERSELY,HENCE I WOULD CALL ALL AMERICANS TO GIVE ONE MORE CHANCEADVERSELY,HENCE I WOULD CALL ALL AMERICANS TO GIVE ONE MORE CHANCE

TO OBAMA. THIS TIME HE WILL CHANGE THE FACE OF USA AND IN FACT EVENTO OBAMA. THIS TIME HE WILL CHANGE THE FACE OF USA AND IN FACT EVEN

INDIA IN PARTICULARL. I AM HUNDRED PERCENT SURE HE WILL WIN THISINDIA IN PARTICULARL. I AM HUNDRED PERCENT SURE HE WILL WIN THIS

ELECTION. MAY HE LIVE LONG.COL. JAI SINGH.INDIA.ELECTION. MAY HE LIVE LONG.COL. JAI SINGH.INDIA. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Kay-Shek C.Kay-Shek C. Only a great victory for President Obama!!!Only a great victory for President Obama!!! 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Jim C.Jim C. Mr President, I am Mr Jim from China, today i am honoured to have the chance toMr President, I am Mr Jim from China, today i am honoured to have the chance to

contact with you by Linkedin....Please use all your force to win your second terms...Gookcontact with you by Linkedin....Please use all your force to win your second terms...Gook

luck! Hope you could do something good for both countries and improve your policies toluck! Hope you could do something good for both countries and improve your policies to

other coutries. Do not open the Pandora box....other coutries. Do not open the Pandora box.... 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Joseph A. V.Joseph A. V. How people can forget where the republicans took your country, how they wentHow people can forget where the republicans took your country, how they went

to war on lies,how they managed to almost place the US in the worst recession, how theyto war on lies,how they managed to almost place the US in the worst recession, how they

managed to make the rich richest and the poor poorest, How they managed to make peoplemanaged to make the rich richest and the poor poorest, How they managed to make people

believe that medical care is OK in the US. How can this be? Some republicans maybe manybelieve that medical care is OK in the US. How can this be? Some republicans maybe many

also believe they are invincible. How ironic corporate America brought the US so close toalso believe they are invincible. How ironic corporate America brought the US so close to
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fair amount of taxes it is time that all the people in the US enjoy some peace of mind able to earnfair amount of taxes it is time that all the people in the US enjoy some peace of mind able to earn

enough money to pay the rent and put food on the table and send their children to a good decentenough money to pay the rent and put food on the table and send their children to a good decent

school and dare to dream. IT is time that corporate America stop sending jobs elsewhere, it is timeschool and dare to dream. IT is time that corporate America stop sending jobs elsewhere, it is time

that Greed be taken out of the boardrooms of America. It is time that Corporation are heldthat Greed be taken out of the boardrooms of America. It is time that Corporation are held

accountable. It is time that US companies bring back jobs where they belong first in the US. It is timeaccountable. It is time that US companies bring back jobs where they belong first in the US. It is time

that education be tops in the world. Get back to work America the Democrats led By President Obamathat education be tops in the world. Get back to work America the Democrats led By President Obama

is there for YOU. Go to cote it counts. I have a vested interest you see I am Canadian my daughteris there for YOU. Go to cote it counts. I have a vested interest you see I am Canadian my daughter

studied in the US in NY she loves your country she chose to come there. She completed herstudied in the US in NY she loves your country she chose to come there. She completed her

University degree with almost a perfect score, She also managed to find a job in her field but notUniversity degree with almost a perfect score, She also managed to find a job in her field but not

enough pay to make ends meet, why is this? WE need to reward our bright students The US needs toenough pay to make ends meet, why is this? WE need to reward our bright students The US needs to

keep all these bright students that come to the US to study and spend a fortune a life savings. Now iskeep all these bright students that come to the US to study and spend a fortune a life savings. Now is

the time to make this change. President Obama you are the person to lead the great Nation that thethe time to make this change. President Obama you are the person to lead the great Nation that the

US is...shine on and show the world who you are. expose the lies expose who this MITT really is.US is...shine on and show the world who you are. expose the lies expose who this MITT really is.

Woman wake up the republicans are planning one heck of a surprise for you back to the good oldWoman wake up the republicans are planning one heck of a surprise for you back to the good old

days when men decided for YOU, wake up before conservatism manages to make you believe theydays when men decided for YOU, wake up before conservatism manages to make you believe they

really car for the average 47% who struggles everyday to pay the bills who is not sure if they can sendreally car for the average 47% who struggles everyday to pay the bills who is not sure if they can send

their children to school, who are not sure if they will get a job. republicans want to you to believetheir children to school, who are not sure if they will get a job. republicans want to you to believe

things are getting worst wake up do you remember where the US was back in 2008 loosing millions ofthings are getting worst wake up do you remember where the US was back in 2008 loosing millions of

jobs. It is time to recognize all President Obama has done and give him the time to complete thejobs. It is time to recognize all President Obama has done and give him the time to complete the

recovery and keep the US out of wars. Look at history what destroyed every major empire is wars andrecovery and keep the US out of wars. Look at history what destroyed every major empire is wars and

greed, look just look once invincible empires gone.. It is time to focus at home, teach our children,greed, look just look once invincible empires gone.. It is time to focus at home, teach our children,

protect the environment,create jobs for all, provide medical care to all and continue to be strongprotect the environment,create jobs for all, provide medical care to all and continue to be strong

against any threat. God Bless America, God Bless President Obama....get out and vote it never wasagainst any threat. God Bless America, God Bless President Obama....get out and vote it never was

more important to choose the right person President Barack Obamamore important to choose the right person President Barack Obama 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Julie Z.Julie Z. I would suggest you another plan for mutual beneifit , which is : 1. booming theI would suggest you another plan for mutual beneifit , which is : 1. booming the

China-US tourist industry. Open promoting policies to welcome more and more ChineseChina-US tourist industry. Open promoting policies to welcome more and more Chinese

people to visit USA for tourist. 2. You could see how crowded in China, during the holiday.people to visit USA for tourist. 2. You could see how crowded in China, during the holiday.

everywhere is overfull of people, everything is over expensive. hotel double price, foodeverywhere is overfull of people, everything is over expensive. hotel double price, food

double price, tourist place no discount, train, no ticket, still miilions of people waiting in longdouble price, tourist place no discount, train, no ticket, still miilions of people waiting in long

cure. that is disaster for holidays in china, instead of enjoy. all those people come out spendcure. that is disaster for holidays in china, instead of enjoy. all those people come out spend

money for being crushed. 3, if you can move some people visit USA and spend money inmoney for being crushed. 3, if you can move some people visit USA and spend money in

USA, hotels, food, shopping... which would be a biggest donation to your economy as wellUSA, hotels, food, shopping... which would be a biggest donation to your economy as well

and create many jobs too.and create many jobs too. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Kees K.Kees K. Yes you can!!!!Yes you can!!!! 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Rogér V.Rogér V. Mr. President, The last 4 years U did a hell of a job, U became president when theMr. President, The last 4 years U did a hell of a job, U became president when the

world was in a big mess (mostly made by the government a that time), and the numbersworld was in a big mess (mostly made by the government a that time), and the numbers

don't lie: It is getting better. Keep up the spirit and the good work, I know U wanna leaddon't lie: It is getting better. Keep up the spirit and the good work, I know U wanna lead

Amerika by your heart. Im with U 100%.Amerika by your heart. Im with U 100%. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Julie Z.Julie Z. Dear President, I am a Chinese business lady. I watched a few of your speechesDear President, I am a Chinese business lady. I watched a few of your speeches

before eletion, and have noticed you have done great job to your people. You are a greatbefore eletion, and have noticed you have done great job to your people. You are a great

leader for your nation. but same time, as a chinese citizenship, I hope while you are helpingleader for your nation. but same time, as a chinese citizenship, I hope while you are helping

your people. also please consider the mutual benefit with our chinese nation as well. afteryour people. also please consider the mutual benefit with our chinese nation as well. after

2008, our chinese export because very very very difficult. one important reason is from2008, our chinese export because very very very difficult. one important reason is from

USD/RMB rate, the other side, is the inflation inside china itself. so means, we chinse peopleUSD/RMB rate, the other side, is the inflation inside china itself. so means, we chinse people

donated about 30% = (8.26-6.3)/6 to USA ecconomy. that helps your economy, but hurtsdonated about 30% = (8.26-6.3)/6 to USA ecconomy. that helps your economy, but hurts

Chinese export business and billions of factories. I would love to suggest you to do anotherChinese export business and billions of factories. I would love to suggest you to do another

plan for mutual benefit.plan for mutual benefit. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Marja D.Marja D. Dear Mr. Obama, from Holland: I believe in you, wish you succes and hope thatDear Mr. Obama, from Holland: I believe in you, wish you succes and hope that

America votes for your second term....America votes for your second term.... 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Azhar A.Azhar A. Dear Mr. President, your move inrease the best workforce by adding 100,000 mathDear Mr. President, your move inrease the best workforce by adding 100,000 math

and science teachers is a very sound move because America is still on the top ofand science teachers is a very sound move because America is still on the top of

technologies know how like aviation and outerspace. I have all the confidence that you willtechnologies know how like aviation and outerspace. I have all the confidence that you will

be around for the second term. Good luck.be around for the second term. Good luck. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Masood A.Masood A. Four years ago, September, 2008, no one, including the then-George W. BushFour years ago, September, 2008, no one, including the then-George W. Bush

administration, could deny that our United States was on the verge of financial and industrialadministration, could deny that our United States was on the verge of financial and industrial

and real estate collapse. The reckless policies of the 2000s were coming home to roost. As aand real estate collapse. The reckless policies of the 2000s were coming home to roost. As a

nation we had lived on a credit card, where debt didn’t matter. As many know, life on a creditnation we had lived on a credit card, where debt didn’t matter. As many know, life on a credit

card is easy and fun…until the bill comes due. The people who gave us the credit card in thecard is easy and fun…until the bill comes due. The people who gave us the credit card in the

first place are now blaming Obama for the consequences. Today’s Republican Party is afirst place are now blaming Obama for the consequences. Today’s Republican Party is a

radical version of Republicanism, and until the moderates regain some control of the partyradical version of Republicanism, and until the moderates regain some control of the party

activities, it is not a party to be trusted. In many ways, todays Democratic Party resemblesactivities, it is not a party to be trusted. In many ways, todays Democratic Party resembles

the old moderate Republican structure. Progressives don’t like to hear this, but I think I’mthe old moderate Republican structure. Progressives don’t like to hear this, but I think I’m

pretty accurate. The Democrats represent the center. Those who vote Republican justpretty accurate. The Democrats represent the center. Those who vote Republican just

because they’ve always voted Republican are making a huge mistake, in my opinion. Thosebecause they’ve always voted Republican are making a huge mistake, in my opinion. Those

inclined to vote for certain losers or solely on their own specific single issue(s) just to makeinclined to vote for certain losers or solely on their own specific single issue(s) just to make

some point or stay true to their own ideals are making a mistake. Third parties as often hurtsome point or stay true to their own ideals are making a mistake. Third parties as often hurt

the so-called “lesser of two evils” than helping the third parties cause. In a diverse society,the so-called “lesser of two evils” than helping the third parties cause. In a diverse society,

single pure ideological issues are easy to promise and almost impossible to attain. I supportsingle pure ideological issues are easy to promise and almost impossible to attain. I support

Barak Obama because we desperately need a new direction moving toward equality for all.Barak Obama because we desperately need a new direction moving toward equality for all.
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compassionate for the less priveleged. He is an intelligent man and appreciates the value ofcompassionate for the less priveleged. He is an intelligent man and appreciates the value of

education. I think our media is lacking and I hope the world underestimates him, I pray he has theeducation. I think our media is lacking and I hope the world underestimates him, I pray he has the

strength to this through.strength to this through. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

dario G.dario G. mr Obama your plan is simple and clear and you transmit passion and enthusiasmmr Obama your plan is simple and clear and you transmit passion and enthusiasm

to people let your dream come true and convince people to trust you because yuo're on theto people let your dream come true and convince people to trust you because yuo're on the

right wayright way 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Deddy H.Deddy H. Mr. President, your plan is very logical and acceptable, perhaps by focusing toMr. President, your plan is very logical and acceptable, perhaps by focusing to

work more on internal issues is best to take rather than do more on the far eastwork more on internal issues is best to take rather than do more on the far east

"complication" of which only cost you more but get you low, after all, go and get it, you are"complication" of which only cost you more but get you low, after all, go and get it, you are

the best.the best. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Sergio C.Sergio C. Good Luck Barack, greetingd from Italy.Good Luck Barack, greetingd from Italy. 14 hours ago14 hours ago

Barbara P.Barbara P. Mr. President..........I can only hope that every eligible voter VOTES for you and aMr. President..........I can only hope that every eligible voter VOTES for you and a

second term to continue and finish what you started four years ago. It is absolutelysecond term to continue and finish what you started four years ago. It is absolutely

imperative that you WIN! May Gold Bless you and your family. Thanks for fighting the goodimperative that you WIN! May Gold Bless you and your family. Thanks for fighting the good

fight against "severely extreme" odds. Barbara P.fight against "severely extreme" odds. Barbara P. 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Paula P.Paula P. Dear president Obama, you are the best president for the United States en for theDear president Obama, you are the best president for the United States en for the

world! Your democratic way of thinking and incuded your plans are very important for aworld! Your democratic way of thinking and incuded your plans are very important for a

stabel country. I wish you all the best and I preciate and admire you!stabel country. I wish you all the best and I preciate and admire you! 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Andrea D.Andrea D. Dear Mr. Obama, I trust in your success for a second term, that should beDear Mr. Obama, I trust in your success for a second term, that should be

focused on solving the everyday problems of the middle and popular classes.focused on solving the everyday problems of the middle and popular classes.

15 hours ago15 hours ago

anita C.anita C. Mr. President, You have mine and my family's full support. We will move forward.Mr. President, You have mine and my family's full support. We will move forward.

There is no reason for any one of us to move backward.There is no reason for any one of us to move backward. 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Prateek S.Prateek S. Dear Mr. President, I wish you all the luck and i think your plans are robust andDear Mr. President, I wish you all the luck and i think your plans are robust and

based on strong & sustainable pillars,I wish & pray that the average american citizen rises upbased on strong & sustainable pillars,I wish & pray that the average american citizen rises up

the current state of affairs ( which i know is easier said than done) and votes for progressthe current state of affairs ( which i know is easier said than done) and votes for progress

and sustainable change. All the very best !and sustainable change. All the very best ! 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Moses A.Moses A. Mr. President you have my full support, God bless you and keep up the goodMr. President you have my full support, God bless you and keep up the good

work. Cheers Moseswork. Cheers Moses 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Sharmila B.Sharmila B. I watched the debate on 13th October. It was better than i had heard. PeopleI watched the debate on 13th October. It was better than i had heard. People

have short memories. 2008 was not a good time for people. The stage is now set for veryhave short memories. 2008 was not a good time for people. The stage is now set for very

good debate on which way Americans want to proceed.good debate on which way Americans want to proceed. 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Vasili P.Vasili P. Dear President, Your plans are really good. I don't really know, if there is a system ofDear President, Your plans are really good. I don't really know, if there is a system of

President taking Experts Advise on relevant subject matters of existing & burning problems.President taking Experts Advise on relevant subject matters of existing & burning problems.

If there is no such system, try implementing one of such things. It really works out. ThisIf there is no such system, try implementing one of such things. It really works out. This

should be an open debate and a consensus is to be arrived. Education experts, Economyshould be an open debate and a consensus is to be arrived. Education experts, Economy

experts. For that matter, I would like to pose a question, on why the local rsources were notexperts. For that matter, I would like to pose a question, on why the local rsources were not

tapped as on day with regards to the coal & oil requirements. It might be an over ambition totapped as on day with regards to the coal & oil requirements. It might be an over ambition to

exploit rest of the world. But you know that day is not far for the world to totally switch over toexploit rest of the world. But you know that day is not far for the world to totally switch over to

non-conventional energy resources. Vasili BR Prasadnon-conventional energy resources. Vasili BR Prasad 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Rajen S.Rajen S. Mr. President ! I can only wish that American people believe on the real changeMr. President ! I can only wish that American people believe on the real change

that is gradually taking place for better future and do not believe on Romney's vague plan.that is gradually taking place for better future and do not believe on Romney's vague plan.

On economy, I hope American understand how many jobs you save in addition to theOn economy, I hope American understand how many jobs you save in addition to the

number of jobs created. Wish you very best for the second round of debate.number of jobs created. Wish you very best for the second round of debate. 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Philippe E.Philippe E. you/we need and deserve to have a second mandate and if you manage then ityou/we need and deserve to have a second mandate and if you manage then it

will be the time to dare more and surprise us more. we believe in you !!will be the time to dare more and surprise us more. we believe in you !! 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Stefano B.Stefano B. If I were an american citizen, I would vote for you every day of the week, andIf I were an american citizen, I would vote for you every day of the week, and

twice on sundays.twice on sundays. 15 hours ago15 hours ago

Nsanja P.Nsanja P. I think with President Obama's views seeing U.S.A move forward after the creditI think with President Obama's views seeing U.S.A move forward after the credit

cranch.His ideas of handling the Economy for U.S.A have already remedied all thecranch.His ideas of handling the Economy for U.S.A have already remedied all the

econonmy back on track. With Republican, i do not think that they keep their words well asecononmy back on track. With Republican, i do not think that they keep their words well as

their collogue,President Bush is the one who led to the economy's down fall.their collogue,President Bush is the one who led to the economy's down fall. 16 hours ago16 hours ago

Mick A.Mick A. I hope you succeed and lead the USA along the path of peace. Please stop theI hope you succeed and lead the USA along the path of peace. Please stop the

drones.drones. 16 hours ago16 hours ago

Pam S.Pam S. Wishing you every success from Australia, will be hoping your fellow AmericansWishing you every success from Australia, will be hoping your fellow Americans

have the foresight to re-elect you in November.have the foresight to re-elect you in November. 16 hours ago16 hours ago

BIJO R.BIJO R. I wish you success.....I wish you success..... 16 hours ago16 hours ago

Vijay R.Vijay R. Dear Mister President, Greetings! My humble good wishes to you and pray for GoodDear Mister President, Greetings! My humble good wishes to you and pray for Good

Luck to you ever. With warm regards, VijayLuck to you ever. With warm regards, Vijay 16 hours ago16 hours ago
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Mohd. Abdul Aziz M.Mohd. Abdul Aziz M. I wish you success Mr. Obama for 2nd term.I wish you success Mr. Obama for 2nd term. 16 hours ago16 hours ago

Zulma R.Zulma R. When I heard the first debate, it was obvious that Romney was using sales pitchWhen I heard the first debate, it was obvious that Romney was using sales pitch

tactics -- technique. To the general public who still believes in guns and violence and makingtactics -- technique. To the general public who still believes in guns and violence and making

millions by cutting throats, it doesn’t matter if you are more intelligent (which you are). Theymillions by cutting throats, it doesn’t matter if you are more intelligent (which you are). They

go, like sheep to the slaughter, with the guy with the voice projected just right and the studiedgo, like sheep to the slaughter, with the guy with the voice projected just right and the studied

emotional catch phrases. He was phony but efficient, and I squirmed in my seat with rage atemotional catch phrases. He was phony but efficient, and I squirmed in my seat with rage at

the stupidity and hypocrisy of his and the publics tactics. I really wish you would lose yourthe stupidity and hypocrisy of his and the publics tactics. I really wish you would lose your

cool a little and reveal him for what he is -- a used car salesman!cool a little and reveal him for what he is -- a used car salesman! 16 hours ago16 hours ago

Kim F.Kim F. Dear Mister President, You would be most welcome in my living room, I would hopeDear Mister President, You would be most welcome in my living room, I would hope

you’d sit down on my rickety couch, take your shoes off and put them up on the footlockeryou’d sit down on my rickety couch, take your shoes off and put them up on the footlocker

which serves as a coffee table, take the mug of warm milk from my hands and take a deepwhich serves as a coffee table, take the mug of warm milk from my hands and take a deep

breath, Pet my dog on the head, then ask my love, as men among men: "What's the plan forbreath, Pet my dog on the head, then ask my love, as men among men: "What's the plan for

tomorrow, cutting or planting" You see in our small world cutting broom and planting treestomorrow, cutting or planting" You see in our small world cutting broom and planting trees

makes a big, instantly visible and lasting change. I wish for you the same in the next fourmakes a big, instantly visible and lasting change. I wish for you the same in the next four

years as president. Kind regards Kim France.years as president. Kind regards Kim France. 16 hours ago16 hours ago

joseph M.joseph M. Mr. Obama we need you to get the USA on track. I own small business. WhenMr. Obama we need you to get the USA on track. I own small business. When

Romney talks about creating jobs, please tell everyone how his party turned down JOB ACTRomney talks about creating jobs, please tell everyone how his party turned down JOB ACT

BILL that you presented. If they really want to create jobs then why Republican congressBILL that you presented. If they really want to create jobs then why Republican congress

killed JOB ACT BILL? Thank you SIR.killed JOB ACT BILL? Thank you SIR. 16 hours ago16 hours ago

Rogelio B.Rogelio B. Mr. Obama, soy argentino y admiro su gestion como presidente. Deseo que ganeMr. Obama, soy argentino y admiro su gestion como presidente. Deseo que gane

las proximas elecciones. Suerte se lo merece.las proximas elecciones. Suerte se lo merece. 17 hours ago17 hours ago

Owen Z.Owen Z. Support You,Mr Obama! If you can take the 2nd term,hope you can help to improveSupport You,Mr Obama! If you can take the 2nd term,hope you can help to improve

the relationship between US and China.the relationship between US and China. 17 hours ago17 hours ago

David CroftsDavid Crofts As a "Linkedin" "thought" "leader" you clearly need to have inspired "ideas" thatAs a "Linkedin" "thought" "leader" you clearly need to have inspired "ideas" that

drive you "toward" the guiding light of your "inspirations". Governor Romney's "inspired" ideadrive you "toward" the guiding light of your "inspirations". Governor Romney's "inspired" idea

is to relax the "control" over the economy and, as a consequence, it will naturally "move"is to relax the "control" over the economy and, as a consequence, it will naturally "move"

"toward" greater "prosperity". This may be partially true but the U.S. will then become a"toward" greater "prosperity". This may be partially true but the U.S. will then become a

loosely connected rabble of "aroused" rabble. The inspiration behind O'Bama and his planloosely connected rabble of "aroused" rabble. The inspiration behind O'Bama and his plan

comes from the fact that he has "identified" the people that he believes to be in the greatestcomes from the fact that he has "identified" the people that he believes to be in the greatest

"need" of a helping hand, and, as a consequence of this, he is attempting to have the"need" of a helping hand, and, as a consequence of this, he is attempting to have the

government play a "greater role" in these areas of "clear government responsibility".government play a "greater role" in these areas of "clear government responsibility".

Unfortunately, neither candidate has recognized the blindingly obvious, which is, the USUnfortunately, neither candidate has recognized the blindingly obvious, which is, the US

government area in greatest need of a improvement is the mechanisms for the fair collectiongovernment area in greatest need of a improvement is the mechanisms for the fair collection

of tax, and the fairest taxation system of all is a universal consumption tax, GST or VAT butof tax, and the fairest taxation system of all is a universal consumption tax, GST or VAT but

no-one is willing to take their medicine.no-one is willing to take their medicine. 18 hours ago18 hours ago

katia B.katia B. The choices of USA have been always questionable, but at this time of globalThe choices of USA have been always questionable, but at this time of global

change I think we should give trust to man, what he has inside himself beyond thechange I think we should give trust to man, what he has inside himself beyond the

appearances, to his unit in terms of personal conscience. Confidence, unit and sharing, Iappearances, to his unit in terms of personal conscience. Confidence, unit and sharing, I

think they are the keys to a change not only economically but also in terms of globalthink they are the keys to a change not only economically but also in terms of global

consciousness. We are all interconnected to improve ourselves and the planet we need toconsciousness. We are all interconnected to improve ourselves and the planet we need to

create a global awareness from a personal conscience. I like to remember a phrase of Popecreate a global awareness from a personal conscience. I like to remember a phrase of Pope

John Paul II: "No more war! If there is no unit in ourselves , how can the world believe?"John Paul II: "No more war! If there is no unit in ourselves , how can the world believe?"

18 hours ago18 hours ago

ASIT KUMAR R.ASIT KUMAR R. This is good. I know you are advocate and so intellectual. I expect all theseThis is good. I know you are advocate and so intellectual. I expect all these

better from you. Can I ask you a question? What is the legal right of the grand-parentsbetter from you. Can I ask you a question? What is the legal right of the grand-parents

[NANA-NANI] to their grand-child, if their daughter died at the time of delivery of said child?[NANA-NANI] to their grand-child, if their daughter died at the time of delivery of said child?

Fact is this mother died at the time of delivery if a child. Parents of mother [NANA-NANI]Fact is this mother died at the time of delivery if a child. Parents of mother [NANA-NANI]

looked after for 2 years the little child since birth. Later on being old age and for thelooked after for 2 years the little child since birth. Later on being old age and for the

betterment of child told their son-in-law to marry again. New wife became issueless. She gotbetterment of child told their son-in-law to marry again. New wife became issueless. She got

the child as her own and wants to keep no relation, no link with grand-parents [NANA-NANI]the child as her own and wants to keep no relation, no link with grand-parents [NANA-NANI]

of the child. Q-1: How grand-parents [NANA-NANI] get at-least visiting right of the child ifof the child. Q-1: How grand-parents [NANA-NANI] get at-least visiting right of the child if

natural guardians do not agree ?. Q-2: Where is the provision of Law? Asit Kumar Roy,natural guardians do not agree ?. Q-2: Where is the provision of Law? Asit Kumar Roy,

Advocate , IndiaAdvocate , India 19 hours ago19 hours ago

Masood A.Masood A. WHAT WERE YOU PEOPLE EXPECTING FROM ROMNEY AFTER HIS FIRSTWHAT WERE YOU PEOPLE EXPECTING FROM ROMNEY AFTER HIS FIRST

DEBATE??? LARRY PRESSLER BEING A REPUBLICAN VETERAN SAYS ROMNEYDEBATE??? LARRY PRESSLER BEING A REPUBLICAN VETERAN SAYS ROMNEY

WOULD BE AN UNFIT COMMANDER IN CHIEF. His campaign made it known (quiteWOULD BE AN UNFIT COMMANDER IN CHIEF. His campaign made it known (quite

frequently) how much and how often Romney was practicing and getting ready for the debatefrequently) how much and how often Romney was practicing and getting ready for the debate

since the end of the RNC convention. How long ago was that? So, yes, he was ready and hesince the end of the RNC convention. How long ago was that? So, yes, he was ready and he

did look a little more prepared for the debate. But that's just what is was, a debate, nothingdid look a little more prepared for the debate. But that's just what is was, a debate, nothing

more. A forum in which two opposing sides can speak and discuss an issue in a certain typemore. A forum in which two opposing sides can speak and discuss an issue in a certain type

of format. But what a debate is not, is life and it's not about making the hard choices at aof format. But what a debate is not, is life and it's not about making the hard choices at a

moment's notice. You don't get weeks/months to practice to make the big decisions andmoment's notice. You don't get weeks/months to practice to make the big decisions and

Romney's own voice has given credence to how he would perform in similar difficultRomney's own voice has given credence to how he would perform in similar difficult

situations. Do you know what the OBAMA has been doing since the DNC convention...he'ssituations. Do you know what the OBAMA has been doing since the DNC convention...he's

been the President of the United States and a damn good one at that. Ex-GOP Sen. Larrybeen the President of the United States and a damn good one at that. Ex-GOP Sen. Larry

Pressler on supporting Obama: “Veterans were very offended” by Romney. Larry Pressler,Pressler on supporting Obama: “Veterans were very offended” by Romney. Larry Pressler,
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helping disabled and homeless veterans, and says he thinks they would be worse off under a Romneyhelping disabled and homeless veterans, and says he thinks they would be worse off under a Romney

administration. A moderate, Pressler voted for Obama in 2008 — the first time he voted Democraticadministration. A moderate, Pressler voted for Obama in 2008 — the first time he voted Democratic

— saying he was deeply concerned with the rightward shift of the Republican Party. He wrote an— saying he was deeply concerned with the rightward shift of the Republican Party. He wrote an

Op-Ed in the Huffington Post today explaining why he thinks Romney, who gave a major foreign policyOp-Ed in the Huffington Post today explaining why he thinks Romney, who gave a major foreign policy

speech today, would be an unfit commander-in-chief.speech today, would be an unfit commander-in-chief. 20 hours ago20 hours ago

Masood A.Masood A. WHY ROMNEY, REPUBLICS, JEWS HATE OBAMA?? The Answer is becauseWHY ROMNEY, REPUBLICS, JEWS HATE OBAMA?? The Answer is because

OBAMA has been able to do what they failed to do: 1. Affordable Care Act 2. $789BOBAMA has been able to do what they failed to do: 1. Affordable Care Act 2. $789B

economic stimulus package 3. U.S. auto industry bail out (GM and Chrysler) 4. Cash foreconomic stimulus package 3. U.S. auto industry bail out (GM and Chrysler) 4. Cash for

clunkers 5. Incentives for buyers of hybrid automobiles 6. Housing rescue plan andclunkers 5. Incentives for buyers of hybrid automobiles 6. Housing rescue plan and

incentives for first time home buyers 7. Credits for purchasers of energy efficient appliancesincentives for first time home buyers 7. Credits for purchasers of energy efficient appliances

8. Equal pay for women 9. $716B MEDICARE savings over next 10 years to keep program8. Equal pay for women 9. $716B MEDICARE savings over next 10 years to keep program

solvent 10. Lower drug costs for seniors and elimination of donut hole 11. Ended policysolvent 10. Lower drug costs for seniors and elimination of donut hole 11. Ended policy

forbidding Medicare from negotiating for cheaper drugs. 12. Limited lobbyist’s access to theforbidding Medicare from negotiating for cheaper drugs. 12. Limited lobbyist’s access to the

White House 13. Ended the war in Iraq 14. Closed secret detention facilities in EasternWhite House 13. Ended the war in Iraq 14. Closed secret detention facilities in Eastern

Europe and ended renditions 15. Removed restrictions on embryonic stem-cell andEurope and ended renditions 15. Removed restrictions on embryonic stem-cell and

biomedical research 16. Increased infrastructure spending (roads, bridges, power plants)biomedical research 16. Increased infrastructure spending (roads, bridges, power plants)

after years of neglect 17. Funded high-speed, broadband Internet access to K-12 schools 18.after years of neglect 17. Funded high-speed, broadband Internet access to K-12 schools 18.

Expanded the SCHIP program to cover health care for 4 million more children 19. ExpandedExpanded the SCHIP program to cover health care for 4 million more children 19. Expanded

Pell grant program and implemented easier loan repayment policy 20. Phased out thePell grant program and implemented easier loan repayment policy 20. Phased out the

expensive F-22 war plane and other outdated weapons systems 21. The Guantanamo prisonexpensive F-22 war plane and other outdated weapons systems 21. The Guantanamo prison

camp is being phased out 22. Torture banned. U.S. now in compliance with the Genevacamp is being phased out 22. Torture banned. U.S. now in compliance with the Geneva

Convention 23. Better body armor provided to our troops 24. Restarted the nuclearConvention 23. Better body armor provided to our troops 24. Restarted the nuclear

nonproliferation and nuclear inspection talks 25. Increased pay and benefits for militarynonproliferation and nuclear inspection talks 25. Increased pay and benefits for military

personnel 26. Improved housing for military personnel and veterans benefits 27. Proposed apersonnel 26. Improved housing for military personnel and veterans benefits 27. Proposed a

Veterans Jobs Act (filibustered by the GOP 3 weeks ago) 28. Ended no-bid defense contractVeterans Jobs Act (filibustered by the GOP 3 weeks ago) 28. Ended no-bid defense contract

policy 29. Closed offshore tax havens (sorry Mitt) 30. Negotiated deal with Swiss banks topolicy 29. Closed offshore tax havens (sorry Mitt) 30. Negotiated deal with Swiss banks to

allow US government access to records of tax evaders and criminals 31. Ended tax benefitsallow US government access to records of tax evaders and criminals 31. Ended tax benefits

to corporations that outsource American jobs 32. Championed credit card consumerto corporations that outsource American jobs 32. Championed credit card consumer

protection legislation 33. Expanded loans and tax credits to small businesses 34. Appointedprotection legislation 33. Expanded loans and tax credits to small businesses 34. Appointed

the first Latina to the Supreme Court 35. Limited salaries of senior White House aides tothe first Latina to the Supreme Court 35. Limited salaries of senior White House aides to

$100,000 Most of them (Republicans, AIPAC, Jewish Lobby, professional Islamaphobes$100,000 Most of them (Republicans, AIPAC, Jewish Lobby, professional Islamaphobes

Pamella Gellary and her team, Glenn Beck) hate the black president of america, and it's likePamella Gellary and her team, Glenn Beck) hate the black president of america, and it's like

going back to the slave days, the way blacks were treated before in America. If you want togoing back to the slave days, the way blacks were treated before in America. If you want to

get Obama out, you need a candidate like RONALD REAGAN! So how did that work out byget Obama out, you need a candidate like RONALD REAGAN! So how did that work out by

Republicans and American Jews? The Republican Presidential theme song was, SEND INRepublicans and American Jews? The Republican Presidential theme song was, SEND IN

THE CLOWNS! They end up with the richest guy MITT ROMENYwho doesn't even knowTHE CLOWNS! They end up with the richest guy MITT ROMENYwho doesn't even know

what he stands for. He's a rich loser. So Obama, thank God, is going to win again, and wewhat he stands for. He's a rich loser. So Obama, thank God, is going to win again, and we

might see the end of The Republican Party, because they simply don't get THE RIGHTmight see the end of The Republican Party, because they simply don't get THE RIGHT

CANDIDATE ! They are totally out of touch with reality, because their meanness, their narrowCANDIDATE ! They are totally out of touch with reality, because their meanness, their narrow

mindedness, their hatred against blacks and against islam and muslims gets in the way ofmindedness, their hatred against blacks and against islam and muslims gets in the way of

their logic.their logic. 21 hours ago21 hours ago

Laurens C.Laurens C. yes,cheerio!yes,cheerio! 21 hours ago21 hours ago

Mervyn B.Mervyn B. Eco manufactacturing will create jobs for all types of work , we just need to startEco manufactacturing will create jobs for all types of work , we just need to start

now & make it happen and it with GREAT leadership and forsite it can happen .now & make it happen and it with GREAT leadership and forsite it can happen .

21 hours ago21 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. SELF-REGULATION IS A JOKE!! Are the Libor congressional hearings withSELF-REGULATION IS A JOKE!! Are the Libor congressional hearings with

Timothy Geithner a dog and pony show?Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer and Dennis Kelleher,Timothy Geithner a dog and pony show?Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer and Dennis Kelleher,

president and CEO of Better Markets Inc., analyze the House Financial Servicespresident and CEO of Better Markets Inc., analyze the House Financial Services

Committee’s hearing featuring testimony from Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner. KelleherCommittee’s hearing featuring testimony from Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner. Kelleher

questions the sincerity of the hearing, ostensibly intended to get to the bottom of whetherquestions the sincerity of the hearing, ostensibly intended to get to the bottom of whether

American officials did their job when it came to regulating Libor, a benchmark rate worldwide,American officials did their job when it came to regulating Libor, a benchmark rate worldwide,

that Barclays and possibly several other banks rigged for their own gain. “In the six monthsthat Barclays and possibly several other banks rigged for their own gain. “In the six months

before a presidential election, there’s no such thing as a fair hearing in Washington, D.C.,”before a presidential election, there’s no such thing as a fair hearing in Washington, D.C.,”

Kelleher says. “You attack Tim Geithner because you want to take a shot at the president.Kelleher says. “You attack Tim Geithner because you want to take a shot at the president.

You attack Tim Geithner because you want to pretend that you’re not on the side of WallYou attack Tim Geithner because you want to pretend that you’re not on the side of Wall

Street, when you really are. Watch the Wall Street money. Don’t watch the Wall Street lips,Street, when you really are. Watch the Wall Street money. Don’t watch the Wall Street lips,

watch their wallets.”-see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/are-the-libor-watch their wallets.”-see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/are-the-libor-

congressional-hearings-with-timothy-geithner-a-dog-and-pony-show/congressional-hearings-with-timothy-geithner-a-dog-and-pony-show/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. Eliot Spitzer suggests Romney follow Sandy Weill’s lead by calling for financialEliot Spitzer suggests Romney follow Sandy Weill’s lead by calling for financial

reform.So Sandy Weill, the father of two horrendous ideas —megabanks and financialreform.So Sandy Weill, the father of two horrendous ideas —megabanks and financial

deregulation — has come around. The former chair and CEO of Citigroup acknowledged thatderegulation — has come around. The former chair and CEO of Citigroup acknowledged that

the entire premise of his big bank/Glass-Steagall repeal ideology is wrong. Even Sandy Weillthe entire premise of his big bank/Glass-Steagall repeal ideology is wrong. Even Sandy Weill

now says it: Break up the banks. The system will be safer, the economy will be sounder. Butnow says it: Break up the banks. The system will be safer, the economy will be sounder. But

before we all start waxing poetic and singing his praises, we should recognize that mostbefore we all start waxing poetic and singing his praises, we should recognize that most

clear-thinking economists — and even many bankers — had come to this conclusion longclear-thinking economists — and even many bankers — had come to this conclusion long

before Sandy Weill did. Including John Reed, Weill’s former co-CEO at Citibank; Phil Purcell,before Sandy Weill did. Including John Reed, Weill’s former co-CEO at Citibank; Phil Purcell,

the former CEO of Morgan Stanley; and Richard Fisher, the president of the Dallas Fed. Andthe former CEO of Morgan Stanley; and Richard Fisher, the president of the Dallas Fed. And

now, at long last, Sandy finally got it right — but he is still to blame for one of the mostnow, at long last, Sandy finally got it right — but he is still to blame for one of the most

damaging policy shifts in our entire economic history. Here are a couple of crucial lessons wedamaging policy shifts in our entire economic history. Here are a couple of crucial lessons we

should all agree on: The so-called synergies that Weill and others claimed would result fromshould all agree on: The so-called synergies that Weill and others claimed would result from

merging commercial banking and investment banking often ended up being little more thanmerging commercial banking and investment banking often ended up being little more than
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only answer to reforming financial services is to repeal Dodd-Frank and then let the chips fall whereonly answer to reforming financial services is to repeal Dodd-Frank and then let the chips fall where

they may? It’s hard not to conclude that, when it comes to financial services, Mitt Romney is aboutthey may? It’s hard not to conclude that, when it comes to financial services, Mitt Romney is about

where he is on most other matters: wandering aimlessly with the ability to do little more than repeatwhere he is on most other matters: wandering aimlessly with the ability to do little more than repeat

the broken mantras of the distant past. He has shown not a moment of originality, independence,the broken mantras of the distant past. He has shown not a moment of originality, independence,

reflection or leadership in this entire campaign. Instead, his is a spineless voice for the tired, failedreflection or leadership in this entire campaign. Instead, his is a spineless voice for the tired, failed

answers that are now even rejected by his former friends. Isn’t Mitt feeling just a little bit lonely outanswers that are now even rejected by his former friends. Isn’t Mitt feeling just a little bit lonely out

there? - see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/eliot-spitzer-suggests-mitt-romney-follow-there? - see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/eliot-spitzer-suggests-mitt-romney-follow-

sandy-weills-lead-by-calling-for-financial-reform/sandy-weills-lead-by-calling-for-financial-reform/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. Neil Barofsky, former TARP regulator, on why regulators have trouble gettingNeil Barofsky, former TARP regulator, on why regulators have trouble getting

tough with Wall Street: WALLS STREET TAKES OVER OUR ECONOMY!!! If we will nottough with Wall Street: WALLS STREET TAKES OVER OUR ECONOMY!!! If we will not

change the system, we will be in deeper FINANCIAL CRISIS!!! As the former specialchange the system, we will be in deeper FINANCIAL CRISIS!!! As the former special

inspector general for the government’s $700 billion bailout — aka the Troubled Asset Reliefinspector general for the government’s $700 billion bailout — aka the Troubled Asset Relief

Program — Neil Barofsky knows a lot about trying to regulate the big banks. And as outlinedProgram — Neil Barofsky knows a lot about trying to regulate the big banks. And as outlined

in his new book, “Bailout,” he also knows a lot about how Washington, D.C., failed to do justin his new book, “Bailout,” he also knows a lot about how Washington, D.C., failed to do just

that. In this “Viewpoint” Web exclusive, Barofsky talks about what inspired him to write thethat. In this “Viewpoint” Web exclusive, Barofsky talks about what inspired him to write the

book and why he thinks regulators have had so much trouble getting tough with Wall Streetbook and why he thinks regulators have had so much trouble getting tough with Wall Street

— something that’s especially relevant as lawmakers consider the unfolding Libor scandal.— something that’s especially relevant as lawmakers consider the unfolding Libor scandal.

“There’s a tremendous revolving door between Washington and Wall Street, and it spins both“There’s a tremendous revolving door between Washington and Wall Street, and it spins both

ways. So part of the problem begins with the people who are running these programs, whoways. So part of the problem begins with the people who are running these programs, who

are running the bailout. So many of the people that I dealt with down in Washington hadare running the bailout. So many of the people that I dealt with down in Washington had

come from Wall Street, made their millions in Wall Street … and they bring all that Wall Streetcome from Wall Street, made their millions in Wall Street … and they bring all that Wall Street

ideology with them,” Barofsky says. -see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/neil-ideology with them,” Barofsky says. -see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/neil-

barofsky-former-tarp-regulator-on-why-regulators-have-trouble-getting-tough-on-wall-street/barofsky-former-tarp-regulator-on-why-regulators-have-trouble-getting-tough-on-wall-street/

22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. PROBLEMS WITH FINANCIAL SYSTEM!!! "Are regulators seeing the worldPROBLEMS WITH FINANCIAL SYSTEM!!! "Are regulators seeing the world

through Wall Street–colored glasses? Neil Barofsky, former special inspector general for thethrough Wall Street–colored glasses? Neil Barofsky, former special inspector general for the

Troubled Asset Relief Program, weighs in on the Libor scandal and whether or not TreasuryTroubled Asset Relief Program, weighs in on the Libor scandal and whether or not Treasury

Secretary Timothy Geithner — formerly the president of the New York Federal Reserve BankSecretary Timothy Geithner — formerly the president of the New York Federal Reserve Bank

— did his job. “[Geithner’s] going to claim that they reacted swiftly and significantly with all— did his job. “[Geithner’s] going to claim that they reacted swiftly and significantly with all

the furor necessary. But look, common sense says if you find out something in April of 2008the furor necessary. But look, common sense says if you find out something in April of 2008

and more than four years later nothing has happened about it — I mean, that tells youand more than four years later nothing has happened about it — I mean, that tells you

everything you need to know about what’s wrong with Washington,” Barofsky says.-seeeverything you need to know about what’s wrong with Washington,” Barofsky says.-see

http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/are-regulators-seeing-the-world-through-http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/are-regulators-seeing-the-world-through-

wall-street-colored-glasses/wall-street-colored-glasses/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. ‘The worst election that money can buy’: How 30 billionaires might choose our‘The worst election that money can buy’: How 30 billionaires might choose our

president...In this “Viewpoint” Web exclusive, political analyst and author Imogen Lloydpresident...In this “Viewpoint” Web exclusive, political analyst and author Imogen Lloyd

Webber talks about the campaign, characterizing it as “the worst election that money canWebber talks about the campaign, characterizing it as “the worst election that money can

buy.” “Thirty billionaires will spend more than the rest of America combined on this election,”buy.” “Thirty billionaires will spend more than the rest of America combined on this election,”

Lloyd Webber notes. “On some levels that’s a tragedy for America, because AmericansLloyd Webber notes. “On some levels that’s a tragedy for America, because Americans

deserve better.”- see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/the-worst-election-deserve better.”- see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/the-worst-election-

that-money-can-buy-how-30-billionaires-might-choose-our-president/that-money-can-buy-how-30-billionaires-might-choose-our-president/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. Romney’s problem isn't that he’s rich, it’s ‘that he doesn't know that he’sRomney’s problem isn't that he’s rich, it’s ‘that he doesn't know that he’s

rich’..Tina Dupuy, syndicated columnist and editor-in-chief of TheContributor.com, Imogenrich’..Tina Dupuy, syndicated columnist and editor-in-chief of TheContributor.com, Imogen

Lloyd Webber, political analyst and co-author of “The Twitter Diaries,” and “Viewpoint” hostLloyd Webber, political analyst and co-author of “The Twitter Diaries,” and “Viewpoint” host

Eliot Spitzer react to Mitt Romney’s decision to release his 2011 tax returns and speculate asEliot Spitzer react to Mitt Romney’s decision to release his 2011 tax returns and speculate as

to whether it will impact the race. “Nobody minds that Romney is rich. In fact, it’s America —to whether it will impact the race. “Nobody minds that Romney is rich. In fact, it’s America —

you sort of celebrate that. But the fact is, he can’t comprehend that the system is rigged inyou sort of celebrate that. But the fact is, he can’t comprehend that the system is rigged in

his favor,” Lloyd Webber says. “Normal people, they can’t go offshore. They don’t gethis favor,” Lloyd Webber says. “Normal people, they can’t go offshore. They don’t get

amazing accounts to sort of cut all that money off their tax returns so that they can pay 14amazing accounts to sort of cut all that money off their tax returns so that they can pay 14

percent, fundamentally.” “I don’t care that he’s rich, I care that he doesn’t know that he’s rich,”percent, fundamentally.” “I don’t care that he’s rich, I care that he doesn’t know that he’s rich,”

Dupuy says. “I care that he doesn’t realize he has lived a privileged life because they keepDupuy says. “I care that he doesn’t realize he has lived a privileged life because they keep

on trying to sell this narrative that they had hard times. No, they haven’t. Not for people whoon trying to sell this narrative that they had hard times. No, they haven’t. Not for people who

really have had hard times. And if they don’t recognize that, then he can’t be the president forreally have had hard times. And if they don’t recognize that, then he can’t be the president for

the entire country.”- see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/romneys-problem-the entire country.”- see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/romneys-problem-

isnt-that-hes-rich-its-that-he-doesnt-know-that-hes-rich/isnt-that-hes-rich-its-that-he-doesnt-know-that-hes-rich/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. How the candidates are perceived overseas: ‘People are surprised that RomneyHow the candidates are perceived overseas: ‘People are surprised that Romney

is as bad as he is’. political analyst Imogen Lloyd Webber shares an international perspectiveis as bad as he is’. political analyst Imogen Lloyd Webber shares an international perspective

on the U.S. election. “On many levels, economically, the world is on hold until after theon the U.S. election. “On many levels, economically, the world is on hold until after the

presidential election — it always is every four years,” Lloyd Webber explains. ”I think peoplepresidential election — it always is every four years,” Lloyd Webber explains. ”I think people

are surprised that Romney is as bad as he is. It is quite extraordinary that you can go toare surprised that Romney is as bad as he is. It is quite extraordinary that you can go to

Britain and offend your closest ally in such a way.” President Obama has also come underBritain and offend your closest ally in such a way.” President Obama has also come under

scrutiny abroad since he captivated international audiences on the campaign trail four yearsscrutiny abroad since he captivated international audiences on the campaign trail four years

ago. “His policy on drones is deeply unpopular around the world,” Lloyd Webber says. “Theago. “His policy on drones is deeply unpopular around the world,” Lloyd Webber says. “The

Obama administration’s use of drones may come back to haunt America.”- seeObama administration’s use of drones may come back to haunt America.”- see

http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/how-the-candidates-are-perceived-overseas-http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/how-the-candidates-are-perceived-overseas-

people-are-surprised-that-romney-is-as-bad-as-he-is/people-are-surprised-that-romney-is-as-bad-as-he-is/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. Joe Cirincione, president of Ploughshares Fund and author of “Bomb Scare,”Joe Cirincione, president of Ploughshares Fund and author of “Bomb Scare,”

joins “Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer to discuss whether a military strike against Iran would bejoins “Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer to discuss whether a military strike against Iran would be

a good option should the country ever try to build a nuclear weapon. “So far, most seniora good option should the country ever try to build a nuclear weapon. “So far, most senior

national intelligence officials in the United States — and former officials — say, ‘No. The curenational intelligence officials in the United States — and former officials — say, ‘No. The cure

would be worse than the problem.’ It would make the situation worse, it would start a thirdwould be worse than the problem.’ It would make the situation worse, it would start a third

war in the Middle East, the consequences could be catastrophic for the region, for the globalwar in the Middle East, the consequences could be catastrophic for the region, for the global
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Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. Mitt Romney’s all attack, no substance — and running out of time...MichaelMitt Romney’s all attack, no substance — and running out of time...Michael

Hastings, Current TV contributor and BuzzFeed correspondent, and Abby Huntsman,Hastings, Current TV contributor and BuzzFeed correspondent, and Abby Huntsman,

HuffPost Live host, talk about the latest campaign news with “Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer,HuffPost Live host, talk about the latest campaign news with “Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer,

including Mitt Romney’s attacks on President Obama over foreign policy and poll numbersincluding Mitt Romney’s attacks on President Obama over foreign policy and poll numbers

showing Romney behind Obama in the key swing state of Ohio. “Romney’s biggest problemshowing Romney behind Obama in the key swing state of Ohio. “Romney’s biggest problem

is, he is not winning on [the] economy or national security,” Huntsman says. -seeis, he is not winning on [the] economy or national security,” Huntsman says. -see

http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/mitt-romneys-all-attack-no-substance-http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/mitt-romneys-all-attack-no-substance-

and-running-out-of-time/and-running-out-of-time/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. Do Romney’s ‘47 percent’ comments reflect sentiments of the middle class?TimDo Romney’s ‘47 percent’ comments reflect sentiments of the middle class?Tim

Dickinson, national affairs correspondent for Rolling Stone, and Errol Louis, host of NY1′sDickinson, national affairs correspondent for Rolling Stone, and Errol Louis, host of NY1′s

“Inside City Hall,” discuss the video footage of Mitt Romney in which he derides 47 percent of“Inside City Hall,” discuss the video footage of Mitt Romney in which he derides 47 percent of

the country for not paying federal income taxes with “Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer. Louis andthe country for not paying federal income taxes with “Viewpoint” host Eliot Spitzer. Louis and

Dickinson address whether or not the video could actually help Romney with voters. “I thinkDickinson address whether or not the video could actually help Romney with voters. “I think

those independents — that crucial little slice that he was really talking about there — they arethose independents — that crucial little slice that he was really talking about there — they are

very turned off by that. They’re very turned off by the notion of sort of a hard-partisanvery turned off by that. They’re very turned off by the notion of sort of a hard-partisan

politics.” Dickinson argues, however, that many might agree with Romney. “(Romney’s)politics.” Dickinson argues, however, that many might agree with Romney. “(Romney’s)

speaking to a feeling that a lot of middle-class people have, that they’re falling behindspeaking to a feeling that a lot of middle-class people have, that they’re falling behind

because … there’s a moocher class that’s taking advantage of them. It’s a perfectbecause … there’s a moocher class that’s taking advantage of them. It’s a perfect

scapegoat.”- see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/do-romneys-47-percent-scapegoat.”- see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/do-romneys-47-percent-

comments-reflect-middle-class-sentiment/comments-reflect-middle-class-sentiment/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. Errol Louis, host of NY1′s “Inside City Hall,” and Thomas Frank, columnist forErrol Louis, host of NY1′s “Inside City Hall,” and Thomas Frank, columnist for

Harper’s Magazine and author of “Pity the Billionaire,” analyze the Romney-Ryan ticket’sHarper’s Magazine and author of “Pity the Billionaire,” analyze the Romney-Ryan ticket’s

economic and social agenda with Current TV’s Michael Shure, sitting in for “Viewpoint” hosteconomic and social agenda with Current TV’s Michael Shure, sitting in for “Viewpoint” host

Eliot Spitzer. Shure asks Frank how Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan can get away withEliot Spitzer. Shure asks Frank how Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan can get away with

suggesting a massive tax cut without explaining exactly how they’re going to pay for it.suggesting a massive tax cut without explaining exactly how they’re going to pay for it.

“They’re getting away with all sorts of things,” Frank answers. “You look at the two main“They’re getting away with all sorts of things,” Frank answers. “You look at the two main

political parties out there, and we assume that they are wholesome commercial products, likepolitical parties out there, and we assume that they are wholesome commercial products, like

Coke and Pepsi. That … they’re not going to deliberately do something that’s going to wreckCoke and Pepsi. That … they’re not going to deliberately do something that’s going to wreck

the lives of millions and millions and millions of people. But you know — they are!” - seethe lives of millions and millions and millions of people. But you know — they are!” - see

http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/the-romney-ryan-agenda-cuts-to-taxes-and-the-http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/the-romney-ryan-agenda-cuts-to-taxes-and-the-

social-safety-net/social-safety-net/ 22 hours ago22 hours ago

santosh Y.santosh Y. Vere niceVere nice 22 hours ago22 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. What is needed - ACCOUNTABILITY of the WALL STREET! In this “Viewpoint”What is needed - ACCOUNTABILITY of the WALL STREET! In this “Viewpoint”

Web exclusive,-see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/nobody-was-minding-Web exclusive,-see http://current.com/shows/viewpoint/videos/nobody-was-minding-

the-store-who-is-responsible-for-detecting-fraud-on-wall-street/- Guy Lawson, author ofthe-store-who-is-responsible-for-detecting-fraud-on-wall-street/- Guy Lawson, author of

“Octopus: Sam Israel, the Secret Market and Wall Street’s Wildest Con,” reflects on his early“Octopus: Sam Israel, the Secret Market and Wall Street’s Wildest Con,” reflects on his early

experience dealing with Libor as a junior attorney on Wall Street. “It occurred to me that ifexperience dealing with Libor as a junior attorney on Wall Street. “It occurred to me that if

they were counting on kids like me to watch out for fraud and cheating, then they were in athey were counting on kids like me to watch out for fraud and cheating, then they were in a

lot of trouble because nobody was minding the store,” Lawson says. “It wasn’t by accident —lot of trouble because nobody was minding the store,” Lawson says. “It wasn’t by accident —

that occurred to me as well, that you’d have kids and underpaid regulators watching this stuffthat occurred to me as well, that you’d have kids and underpaid regulators watching this stuff

because it effectively allows powerful people to do what they want, which is what Libor turnsbecause it effectively allows powerful people to do what they want, which is what Libor turns

out to be — it’s just a bunch of people in a room deciding how to dice up the money.” As forout to be — it’s just a bunch of people in a room deciding how to dice up the money.” As for

whether it might be possible to achieve Wall Street reform, Lawson observes: “I don’t knowwhether it might be possible to achieve Wall Street reform, Lawson observes: “I don’t know

what kind of problem it’s going to take. The global financial crisis didn’t seem to soberwhat kind of problem it’s going to take. The global financial crisis didn’t seem to sober

anyone up.”anyone up.” 23 hours ago23 hours ago

Leandra F.Leandra F. Go for it, Mr. President!! You are working very hard and doing an awesome job!!Go for it, Mr. President!! You are working very hard and doing an awesome job!!

I'm watching all the debates, and know you'll pull this out fantastically well! You're my hero!!I'm watching all the debates, and know you'll pull this out fantastically well! You're my hero!!

A gal from Lake Forest, IL and a former teacher :)A gal from Lake Forest, IL and a former teacher :) 23 hours ago23 hours ago

Donna E R.Donna E R. Countries which we are providing stability support like, Japan, South. Korea,Countries which we are providing stability support like, Japan, South. Korea,

Kuwait, Suadi and others should pay our military sustainment bills and not us the Tax payers.Kuwait, Suadi and others should pay our military sustainment bills and not us the Tax payers.

23 hours ago23 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. We tax income — why not tax wealth? New study on offshore trillions spursWe tax income — why not tax wealth? New study on offshore trillions spurs

debate. Felix Salmon, Reuters finance blogger, and Ben White, “Morning Money” anddebate. Felix Salmon, Reuters finance blogger, and Ben White, “Morning Money” and

economy reporter at Politico, analyze a study published by the Tax Justice Network that findseconomy reporter at Politico, analyze a study published by the Tax Justice Network that finds

that offshore accounts — not including those held by Americans — contain somewherethat offshore accounts — not including those held by Americans — contain somewhere

between $21 and $32 trillion. Salmon says there’s nothing necessarily wrong with storingbetween $21 and $32 trillion. Salmon says there’s nothing necessarily wrong with storing

your wealth elsewhere, but argues that a wealth tax — as opposed to an income tax — mightyour wealth elsewhere, but argues that a wealth tax — as opposed to an income tax — might

be needed in the U.S. “There is no real country in the world which can effectively tax wealth.be needed in the U.S. “There is no real country in the world which can effectively tax wealth.

What this report complains about is, ‘Look at all this wealth, we could make a lot of money ifWhat this report complains about is, ‘Look at all this wealth, we could make a lot of money if

we just taxed a little bit of it.’ But countries don’t have wealth taxes. I think, personally, thatwe just taxed a little bit of it.’ But countries don’t have wealth taxes. I think, personally, that

maybe the United States should have a wealth tax,” he says.- see http://current.com/showsmaybe the United States should have a wealth tax,” he says.- see http://current.com/shows

/viewpoint/videos/we-tax-income-but-why-not-tax-wealth-new-study-on-offshore-trillions-/viewpoint/videos/we-tax-income-but-why-not-tax-wealth-new-study-on-offshore-trillions-

spurs-debate/spurs-debate/ 23 hours ago23 hours ago

Lyudmila F.Lyudmila F. SandraI D. said very interesting words which I support: 'I am not for big oil.SandraI D. said very interesting words which I support: 'I am not for big oil.

There has to be another answer. If Romney wins, I feel ALL the pristine areas of the US willThere has to be another answer. If Romney wins, I feel ALL the pristine areas of the US will

be GONE. The environment is one of my biggest concerns. Further, with Romney, only thebe GONE. The environment is one of my biggest concerns. Further, with Romney, only the

FILTHY RICH will advance when they're already ahead. Maybe that's how they stay so veryFILTHY RICH will advance when they're already ahead. Maybe that's how they stay so very

rich, by taking care of only each other. Yes, Romney scares me."rich, by taking care of only each other. Yes, Romney scares me." 1 day ago1 day ago
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deserve a good life, happiness and peace just like any other. " Mr. Obama shows that hedeserve a good life, happiness and peace just like any other. " Mr. Obama shows that he

cares about less fortunate people in USA society. He is more humanistic, so he should becares about less fortunate people in USA society. He is more humanistic, so he should be

President again!President again! 1 day ago1 day ago

Ayo O.Ayo O. I haven't seen this President up-close but I have been following him since his firstI haven't seen this President up-close but I have been following him since his first

time on his presidential campaign. What I see in this President is honesty and a strongtime on his presidential campaign. What I see in this President is honesty and a strong

fighting spirit for the poor irrespective of their skin colour. I see Romney as being less honestfighting spirit for the poor irrespective of their skin colour. I see Romney as being less honest

and possibly more interested in the title of the "President" than really solving the Americanand possibly more interested in the title of the "President" than really solving the American

problems. I hope all Americans can open their inner eyes and make the right choice byproblems. I hope all Americans can open their inner eyes and make the right choice by

re-electing this honorable man. Americans, you defiled the odds 4 years ago, you can do itre-electing this honorable man. Americans, you defiled the odds 4 years ago, you can do it

again. Don't make this political race, about race but about the future of your nation. To theagain. Don't make this political race, about race but about the future of your nation. To the

few privileged, I tell you that the poor are not poor by choice but by circumstances. Theyfew privileged, I tell you that the poor are not poor by choice but by circumstances. They

deserve a good life, happiness and peace just like any other. As a proud Canadian, I wish mydeserve a good life, happiness and peace just like any other. As a proud Canadian, I wish my

neighbours well.neighbours well. 1 day ago1 day ago

Baikunthanath J.Baikunthanath J. 24 YEAR Experiences in various capacities of construction and24 YEAR Experiences in various capacities of construction and

construction supervise Highway, Hydel,oil/gas project, multistory Building with modenconstruction supervise Highway, Hydel,oil/gas project, multistory Building with moden

technologic method- As quality control,qa,project management, Bar chart, planning etc,as-technologic method- As quality control,qa,project management, Bar chart, planning etc,as-

National/ international standard code,(Bs,BAs,Aci,crsi,Astm,morth,sp,Aasthoo,irc,etc,AnyNational/ international standard code,(Bs,BAs,Aci,crsi,Astm,morth,sp,Aasthoo,irc,etc,Any

type of construction material Testing as civil,metologic,geological (testing astype of construction material Testing as civil,metologic,geological (testing as

physical/chemical process),bnjena1966@gmail.com,bnjena4@gmail.com,physical/chemical process),bnjena1966@gmail.com,bnjena4@gmail.com, 1 day ago1 day ago

Wendy L.Wendy L. Great !!Great !! 1 day ago1 day ago

Julianne S.Julianne S. Mr. President you are are still my hope for the future. I am a registeredMr. President you are are still my hope for the future. I am a registered

Republican, but the leaders being put forth by my party can't hold a candle to Reagan,Republican, but the leaders being put forth by my party can't hold a candle to Reagan,

Rockefeller, or even Nixon, a greatly flawed but brilliant leader. You and I do not alwaysRockefeller, or even Nixon, a greatly flawed but brilliant leader. You and I do not always

agree on everything, but I am putting my trust in you. Blessings on your campaign, Barackagree on everything, but I am putting my trust in you. Blessings on your campaign, Barack

Obama our next President.Obama our next President. 1 day ago1 day ago

David W.David W. Sounds like a plan to me.Sounds like a plan to me. 1 day ago1 day ago

Cedric J.Cedric J. Mr President!, The truth is, when you tax the rich heavily, they make a consideredMr President!, The truth is, when you tax the rich heavily, they make a considered

choice to risk their wealth in the market place rather than see all of their money sit on thechoice to risk their wealth in the market place rather than see all of their money sit on the

sidelines and get taxed. Let me see if I can put this in a formula Wealth/tax /sidelines and get taxed. Let me see if I can put this in a formula Wealth/tax /

investment+business opp = jobs+ economic growth! Look at the history of democraticinvestment+business opp = jobs+ economic growth! Look at the history of democratic

administrations and you'll see that during times of high taxes, there was tremendousadministrations and you'll see that during times of high taxes, there was tremendous

economic growth. That's something you can put in an campaign ad that isn't nasty andeconomic growth. That's something you can put in an campaign ad that isn't nasty and

negative, and is backed up by results!negative, and is backed up by results! 1 day ago1 day ago

Mike H.Mike H. How did you get the media in your backpocket? In my opinion, you are yet anotherHow did you get the media in your backpocket? In my opinion, you are yet another

Chicago political thug!Chicago political thug! 1 day ago1 day ago

Masood A.Masood A. HERE IS WHAT ROMNEY SAID AND DONE: Mitt Romney said “I thought ofHERE IS WHAT ROMNEY SAID AND DONE: Mitt Romney said “I thought of

having been to Israel the first time and remarking at the extraordinary technology that thehaving been to Israel the first time and remarking at the extraordinary technology that the

Israelis had built in their society, and yet in the Palestinian areas, there was not that sameIsraelis had built in their society, and yet in the Palestinian areas, there was not that same

level of technology and innovation.” Mitt Romney, as governor of Massachusetts, pushed forlevel of technology and innovation.” Mitt Romney, as governor of Massachusetts, pushed for

vast data-mining centers, wiretapping of mosques, spying on foreign students, and enlistingvast data-mining centers, wiretapping of mosques, spying on foreign students, and enlisting

average citizens to keep tabs on fellow Americans. Romney has vowed to continue theseaverage citizens to keep tabs on fellow Americans. Romney has vowed to continue these

policies as president. This is an affront to you, to all loyal American Muslims and their friends.policies as president. This is an affront to you, to all loyal American Muslims and their friends.

We are going to vote for Barack Obama,and we urge you to also. In “Audacity of Hope”We are going to vote for Barack Obama,and we urge you to also. In “Audacity of Hope”

Barack Obama writes “I will stand with the Muslims should the political winds shift in an uglyBarack Obama writes “I will stand with the Muslims should the political winds shift in an ugly

direction.” The Republicans love to quote that passage because they think that Americansdirection.” The Republicans love to quote that passage because they think that Americans

won’t like it. Well, we’re Americans and we like to hear those words. The president said, “Ofwon’t like it. Well, we’re Americans and we like to hear those words. The president said, “Of

all the freedoms we cherish as Americans, of all the rights that we hold sacred, foremostall the freedoms we cherish as Americans, of all the rights that we hold sacred, foremost

among them is freedom of religion, the right to worship as we choose. It’s enshrined in theamong them is freedom of religion, the right to worship as we choose. It’s enshrined in the

First Amendment of our Constitution -- the law of the land, always and forever. It beats in ourFirst Amendment of our Constitution -- the law of the land, always and forever. It beats in our

heart -- in the soul of the people who know that our liberty and our equality is endowed byheart -- in the soul of the people who know that our liberty and our equality is endowed by

our Creator. And it runs through the history of this house, a place where Americans of manyour Creator. And it runs through the history of this house, a place where Americans of many

faiths can come together and celebrate their holiest of days -- and that includes Ramadan.”faiths can come together and celebrate their holiest of days -- and that includes Ramadan.”

1 day ago1 day ago

Mike H.Mike H. I guess I should be very happy that we have a President who hates sucess andI guess I should be very happy that we have a President who hates sucess and

business. Because of the ever increasing governmental regulations, and interference- I lost 7business. Because of the ever increasing governmental regulations, and interference- I lost 7

competitors since he took office. But you know what? Competition makes us stronger. Mycompetitors since he took office. But you know what? Competition makes us stronger. My

income dropped 30% the first year you were in, 20 % in 2010, and almost 40% in 2011. I amincome dropped 30% the first year you were in, 20 % in 2010, and almost 40% in 2011. I am

hanging on by a thread, using my own money to stay in business. What for? I am 66 yearshanging on by a thread, using my own money to stay in business. What for? I am 66 years

old and should retire like 5 of those I mentioned did-but when the governing entities stay outold and should retire like 5 of those I mentioned did-but when the governing entities stay out

of the way -it's still fun. Pretty soon your "fair share doctrine" will run out of other people'sof the way -it's still fun. Pretty soon your "fair share doctrine" will run out of other people's

money. I pray to GOD(yes he's real) that you are done 4 weeks from now-If not the countrymoney. I pray to GOD(yes he's real) that you are done 4 weeks from now-If not the country

will be. Have you ever noticed how much morale has dropped since you took office? Nobodywill be. Have you ever noticed how much morale has dropped since you took office? Nobody

seems to enjoy themselves-other than union members, teachers, and governmentseems to enjoy themselves-other than union members, teachers, and government

employees. I have to go into government offices weekly. Never saw so many people doingemployees. I have to go into government offices weekly. Never saw so many people doing

nothing-let alone ask if they could help me. After all, I have less now to pay their salary andnothing-let alone ask if they could help me. After all, I have less now to pay their salary and

benefits. Please have a nice retirement-write lots of books, and give speeches-BE SUREbenefits. Please have a nice retirement-write lots of books, and give speeches-BE SURE

YOU HAVE A TELEPROMPTERYOU HAVE A TELEPROMPTER 1 day ago1 day ago
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Mohamed E.Mohamed E. I like Mr President Obama too much for his efforts towards his peoples and hisI like Mr President Obama too much for his efforts towards his peoples and his

country Hope he can win againcountry Hope he can win again 1 day ago1 day ago

Mohamed S.Mohamed S. MR Obama.... mine would be an egotistic view since my son is a doctor addingMR Obama.... mine would be an egotistic view since my son is a doctor adding

to his medical lore, advanced skills in an esteemed American Medical institution (fellowshipto his medical lore, advanced skills in an esteemed American Medical institution (fellowship

as I did in my younger years as Fellow medical observer back in 82) ...but you, probablyas I did in my younger years as Fellow medical observer back in 82) ...but you, probably

represent one faithful image and one live incarnation of all what is dazzling in America . Yourepresent one faithful image and one live incarnation of all what is dazzling in America . You

follow in the footsteps of some of those Great Leaders of America-not all were so- despitefollow in the footsteps of some of those Great Leaders of America-not all were so- despite

America Itself has always been. In 2 words It feel like I've had you as Friend since forever... IAmerica Itself has always been. In 2 words It feel like I've had you as Friend since forever... I

believe hundreds of Thousands worldwide share my thoughts if not much more than myself.believe hundreds of Thousands worldwide share my thoughts if not much more than myself.

Your sincere 'naturale' is the key; and the Middle Class is the name of the game...in AmericaYour sincere 'naturale' is the key; and the Middle Class is the name of the game...in America

and everywhere else.Both are winners. If America should lose you as its President.... dozensand everywhere else.Both are winners. If America should lose you as its President.... dozens

of countries would ravish to have you so...had it been on an imaginary level simply becauseof countries would ravish to have you so...had it been on an imaginary level simply because

they feel you belong...humanitarian wise! Men with vision are scarce.... Talented Orators arethey feel you belong...humanitarian wise! Men with vision are scarce.... Talented Orators are

not many. Amiable ones are even less... Way to go BHO. We have you in our Prayers.not many. Amiable ones are even less... Way to go BHO. We have you in our Prayers.

1 day ago1 day ago

Sandra D.Sandra D. I am all for you President Obama because you are helping me withI am all for you President Obama because you are helping me with

unemployment while I am, after three years, frustratingly still looking for employment...and Iunemployment while I am, after three years, frustratingly still looking for employment...and I

have almost 30 years experience! You passed a bill that extends unemployment benefits forhave almost 30 years experience! You passed a bill that extends unemployment benefits for

a long-term unemployed person such as myself. If Romney was in office, I would have beena long-term unemployed person such as myself. If Romney was in office, I would have been

thrown out to the wolves like the 47% he so callously slammed and forced to fend for myself.thrown out to the wolves like the 47% he so callously slammed and forced to fend for myself.

Also, I am not for big oil. There has to be another answer. If Romney wins, I feel ALL theAlso, I am not for big oil. There has to be another answer. If Romney wins, I feel ALL the

pristine areas of the US will be GONE. The environment is one of my biggest concerns.pristine areas of the US will be GONE. The environment is one of my biggest concerns.

Further, with Romney, only the filthy rich will advance when they're already ahead. MaybeFurther, with Romney, only the filthy rich will advance when they're already ahead. Maybe

that's how they stay so very rich, by taking care of only each other. Yes, Romney scares me.that's how they stay so very rich, by taking care of only each other. Yes, Romney scares me.

For what you have done for me on a personal level Mr. President, I say thank you so veryFor what you have done for me on a personal level Mr. President, I say thank you so very

much.much. 1 day ago1 day ago

David P.David P. Barack - You're an American hero. You've earned my vote and respect, and makeBarack - You're an American hero. You've earned my vote and respect, and make

me proud to be an American. I hope the majority of Americans can see through the thin veilme proud to be an American. I hope the majority of Americans can see through the thin veil

of hipocracy, empty rhetoric, lack of any coherent plan, and ruthlessness of the Republicanof hipocracy, empty rhetoric, lack of any coherent plan, and ruthlessness of the Republican

party, and their attitude that the wealthy are the only elite group capable of running thisparty, and their attitude that the wealthy are the only elite group capable of running this

country and impose their sense of distorted morality on others. You've moved us closer tocountry and impose their sense of distorted morality on others. You've moved us closer to

universal healthcare, and I know with your leadership we can achieve greater goals in thisuniversal healthcare, and I know with your leadership we can achieve greater goals in this

area, and get closer to the system we all want. Go for it Mr. President...You're the MAN! ANDarea, and get closer to the system we all want. Go for it Mr. President...You're the MAN! AND

Joe Biden - you kicked some serious butt in your debate by calling BS on Ryan's inability toJoe Biden - you kicked some serious butt in your debate by calling BS on Ryan's inability to

express anything but basic general talking points. We've got a Great team in the Whiteexpress anything but basic general talking points. We've got a Great team in the White

House. Let's hope we can hold onto them and be thankful for their willingness to sacrificeHouse. Let's hope we can hold onto them and be thankful for their willingness to sacrifice

and stand up to unreasonable and uncooperative political forces that are willing to drag ourand stand up to unreasonable and uncooperative political forces that are willing to drag our

country down for the benefit of those at the top.country down for the benefit of those at the top. 1 day ago1 day ago

Stervens E.Stervens E. I would like to thank President Obama for everything that he has done andI would like to thank President Obama for everything that he has done and

everything he will do. Mr. President, My wife and I have your back as you have ours. let's goeverything he will do. Mr. President, My wife and I have your back as you have ours. let's go

get them.get them. 1 day ago1 day ago

Larry J.Larry J. This might be the most critical Presidential election ever! We are experiencingThis might be the most critical Presidential election ever! We are experiencing

unprecedented spending at the federal level that can not be sustained. We have to changeunprecedented spending at the federal level that can not be sustained. We have to change

course or the net effect will be devastating. The only choice is to vote for Mitt Romney. If youcourse or the net effect will be devastating. The only choice is to vote for Mitt Romney. If you

are in support of our current administration I urge you to watch the Movie 2016 prior to votingare in support of our current administration I urge you to watch the Movie 2016 prior to voting

so you can be informedso you can be informed 1 day ago1 day ago

Masood A.Masood A. I will ask all of you to realize, what type of pressures the President has to goI will ask all of you to realize, what type of pressures the President has to go

through in today’s post 9/11 world of constant threats of evanglical right wing christians,through in today’s post 9/11 world of constant threats of evanglical right wing christians,

AIPAC and other foreign jewishlobby groups, Anti-immigrant, Anti-Muslim and Anti-ArabAIPAC and other foreign jewishlobby groups, Anti-immigrant, Anti-Muslim and Anti-Arab

fears in the Republican majority congress, an economic disaster at home, two (unfunded)fears in the Republican majority congress, an economic disaster at home, two (unfunded)

wars, and a 24-hours media cycle which is constantly criticizing every move he makes, towars, and a 24-hours media cycle which is constantly criticizing every move he makes, to

name a few! The policies from the 1940’s and 50’s are still affecting the US foreign policyname a few! The policies from the 1940’s and 50’s are still affecting the US foreign policy

today. I believe in education, social justice, and care of the young, the old, and the sick. Fromtoday. I believe in education, social justice, and care of the young, the old, and the sick. From

this perspective, I became a Democrat. So my support for Obama is a reflection of mythis perspective, I became a Democrat. So my support for Obama is a reflection of my

beliefs. If we vote to Obama he will work for the 99 percent of the American population, andbeliefs. If we vote to Obama he will work for the 99 percent of the American population, and

his opponent will serve the only 1 percent. I support Obama because he ended the war inhis opponent will serve the only 1 percent. I support Obama because he ended the war in

Iraq, which he opposed, and I believe that he will end the war in Afghanistan and the BushIraq, which he opposed, and I believe that he will end the war in Afghanistan and the Bush

Administration madness in the Middle East. Romney’s policy is another extension of theAdministration madness in the Middle East. Romney’s policy is another extension of the

Bush policy. Please dont get disappointed with President Obama, the system has deep rootsBush policy. Please dont get disappointed with President Obama, the system has deep roots

and competing interests that make change painfully slow. Obama in his four-year term isand competing interests that make change painfully slow. Obama in his four-year term is

trying to ameliorate 23 years of failing Republican policy that ruined our economy and ourtrying to ameliorate 23 years of failing Republican policy that ruined our economy and our

standing in the world, and resulted in two costly wars. I cannot overlook the challenges thestanding in the world, and resulted in two costly wars. I cannot overlook the challenges the

African American community has suffered through generations of discrimination. I am notAfrican American community has suffered through generations of discrimination. I am not

under any illusions about the barriers an African American president faces in trying to fulfillunder any illusions about the barriers an African American president faces in trying to fulfill

his vision and the dream of millions of people. We are all witnesses to the right’s hatred andhis vision and the dream of millions of people. We are all witnesses to the right’s hatred and

bigotry, trying non-stop to make him a one-term president. Especially the american jewishbigotry, trying non-stop to make him a one-term president. Especially the american jewish

lobby and the professional islamaphobe Pamella Geller and her team. and the Republicanlobby and the professional islamaphobe Pamella Geller and her team. and the Republican

icons. We should stand up and vote for Obama and help him to build bridges between theicons. We should stand up and vote for Obama and help him to build bridges between the

Muslim and non muslims, between christian and non-christians, between jews and non-jewsMuslim and non muslims, between christian and non-christians, between jews and non-jews

and between white and non-whites within US and Outside US by supporting a progressiveand between white and non-whites within US and Outside US by supporting a progressive

president Obama, because the alternative is doom and gloom for the world and for America .president Obama, because the alternative is doom and gloom for the world and for America .

On that cold day in January 2009 when he was inaugurated, The following paticular quote ofOn that cold day in January 2009 when he was inaugurated, The following paticular quote of
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more united, we cannot help but believe that the old hatreds shall someday pass; that the lines of tribemore united, we cannot help but believe that the old hatreds shall someday pass; that the lines of tribe

shall soon dissolve; that as the world grows smaller, our common humanity shall reveal itself; and thatshall soon dissolve; that as the world grows smaller, our common humanity shall reveal itself; and that

America must play its role in ushering in a new era of peace.” — President Barack Obama, inauguralAmerica must play its role in ushering in a new era of peace.” — President Barack Obama, inaugural

address. we all must vote for Barack Obama because his administration and the Democratic Partyaddress. we all must vote for Barack Obama because his administration and the Democratic Party

represent pluralism and diversity, something that his opponent and the Republican party do not.represent pluralism and diversity, something that his opponent and the Republican party do not.

1 day ago1 day ago

James D.James D. All the best lets hope you win againAll the best lets hope you win again 1 day ago1 day ago

Denis O.Denis O. Mr. President, Both Marti and I wish you well. Say hello to your daughters andMr. President, Both Marti and I wish you well. Say hello to your daughters and

Michelle for us as we watch the progress of America. Dr's Denis & Marsha O'CallaghanMichelle for us as we watch the progress of America. Dr's Denis & Marsha O'Callaghan

1 day ago1 day ago

Godelieve V.Godelieve V. Dearest Obama, you will be the next president of the USA....!! I wish youDearest Obama, you will be the next president of the USA....!! I wish you

strength and believe in your victory!! From Holland: Godelievestrength and believe in your victory!! From Holland: Godelieve 1 day ago1 day ago

Masood A.Masood A. I will give you some reasons why we should give President Obama a secondI will give you some reasons why we should give President Obama a second

term in order to continue a lot of the good work he has done to help our country get back onterm in order to continue a lot of the good work he has done to help our country get back on

its feet and move in the right direction. 1. Before President Obama took office in 2009, theits feet and move in the right direction. 1. Before President Obama took office in 2009, the

economy was already losing 800,000 jobs a month. Now we have seen steady job growth foreconomy was already losing 800,000 jobs a month. Now we have seen steady job growth for

30 consecutive months. Obama also saved the US Auto Industry, while his Republican30 consecutive months. Obama also saved the US Auto Industry, while his Republican

opponent Mitt Romney, wanted to let it die. Although this was a very unpopular move to giveopponent Mitt Romney, wanted to let it die. Although this was a very unpopular move to give

federal money help the Auto Industry, Obama stuck with it and in turn saved 1 million Autofederal money help the Auto Industry, Obama stuck with it and in turn saved 1 million Auto

jobs in the US and all the government loans made to US Auto Companies were paid backjobs in the US and all the government loans made to US Auto Companies were paid back

ahead of time. 2. President Obama decided to take on one of the major problems in the US:ahead of time. 2. President Obama decided to take on one of the major problems in the US:

The American Healthcare System. The last time a US President was able to successfullyThe American Healthcare System. The last time a US President was able to successfully

pass major healthcare reform was in 1965 with President Johnson’s introduction of Medicarepass major healthcare reform was in 1965 with President Johnson’s introduction of Medicare

and Medicaid. Since then, most political experts consider major Healthcare reform as politicaland Medicaid. Since then, most political experts consider major Healthcare reform as political

suicide, but President Obama still decided to take it head on and was able to pass thesuicide, but President Obama still decided to take it head on and was able to pass the

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (aka “Obamacare”). It is not perfect by anyPatient Protection and Affordable Care Act (aka “Obamacare”). It is not perfect by any

means, but definitely a step in the right direction for America, where healthcare costs aremeans, but definitely a step in the right direction for America, where healthcare costs are

some of the highest in the Western world. With “Obamacare,” health insurance companiessome of the highest in the Western world. With “Obamacare,” health insurance companies

cannot charge women more than men for the same coverage. Parents can keep theircannot charge women more than men for the same coverage. Parents can keep their

children on their family health plans until the age of 26. Seniors on Medicare will have freechildren on their family health plans until the age of 26. Seniors on Medicare will have free

preventive services and also lower prescription costs. Romney said he will repeal thepreventive services and also lower prescription costs. Romney said he will repeal the

Affordable Care Act, and most likely allow Health Insurance companies to go back to runningAffordable Care Act, and most likely allow Health Insurance companies to go back to running

wild and abusing people who have pre-existing conditions (such as being a woman)! 3.wild and abusing people who have pre-existing conditions (such as being a woman)! 3.

President Obama and the Democrats, although far from perfect, are an inclusive party.President Obama and the Democrats, although far from perfect, are an inclusive party.

Anyone who watched the conventions of the Democrats and Republicans could see withAnyone who watched the conventions of the Democrats and Republicans could see with

their own eyes, the GOP convention attendees were monolithic and not very diverse. Thetheir own eyes, the GOP convention attendees were monolithic and not very diverse. The

Democratic convention on the other hand, was the exact opposite. It featured people of allDemocratic convention on the other hand, was the exact opposite. It featured people of all

colors, backgrounds, and religions – including American Muslims. Unfortunately, thecolors, backgrounds, and religions – including American Muslims. Unfortunately, the

Republican party, over the past 12 years have moved to the extreme right and have nowRepublican party, over the past 12 years have moved to the extreme right and have now

openly attacked American Muslims who serve in the US Military, Congress and otheropenly attacked American Muslims who serve in the US Military, Congress and other

government positions. People such as Newt Gingrich, Michelle Bachman and others who aregovernment positions. People such as Newt Gingrich, Michelle Bachman and others who are

deeply involved with the current direction of the GOP, are self proclaimed Islamophobes whodeeply involved with the current direction of the GOP, are self proclaimed Islamophobes who

flaunt their Anti-Muslim hysteria. President Obama on the other hand appointed severalflaunt their Anti-Muslim hysteria. President Obama on the other hand appointed several

American Muslims to his administration including Farah Pandith, the first-ever SpecialAmerican Muslims to his administration including Farah Pandith, the first-ever Special

Representative to Muslim Communities for the United States and Rashad Hussain, whoRepresentative to Muslim Communities for the United States and Rashad Hussain, who

serves as the U.S. Special Envoy to the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, a groupserves as the U.S. Special Envoy to the Organization of Islamic Cooperation, a group

representing 57 nations. American jews and Republicans are struggling hard by their haterepresenting 57 nations. American jews and Republicans are struggling hard by their hate

speeches, by using services of professional Islamaphobes Pamella Geller and her team, tospeeches, by using services of professional Islamaphobes Pamella Geller and her team, to

divide the whole american nation into two groups,muslim and non muslims, christian anddivide the whole american nation into two groups,muslim and non muslims, christian and

non- christians, jews and non jews, white and non-whites. Israel and jews have become anon- christians, jews and non jews, white and non-whites. Israel and jews have become a

burden on america. President Obama knows better than any other president of america. Theburden on america. President Obama knows better than any other president of america. The

American Jewish community has been involved in the affairs of the United States for wellAmerican Jewish community has been involved in the affairs of the United States for well

over 100 years (the ZOA was established in 1897). Not only that, but American Jews haveover 100 years (the ZOA was established in 1897). Not only that, but American Jews have

gone into every major field of influence (Media, Politics, Law, Education, etc.) and becomegone into every major field of influence (Media, Politics, Law, Education, etc.) and become

leaders in their respective fields. This is not something to condemn, but to applaud. Theyleaders in their respective fields. This is not something to condemn, but to applaud. They

spread their influence and diversified their skills and now they are using these skills againstspread their influence and diversified their skills and now they are using these skills against

islam, muslims, iran,and palestine, 4. President Obama delivered on a campaign promise toislam, muslims, iran,and palestine, 4. President Obama delivered on a campaign promise to

address Muslims around the world from a Muslim capital within the first few months of himaddress Muslims around the world from a Muslim capital within the first few months of him

being elected by speaking at Cairo University in June 2009. Also during Obama’s first tripbeing elected by speaking at Cairo University in June 2009. Also during Obama’s first trip

overseas as President, he also spoke to the Turkish parliament in April of 2009. I don’toverseas as President, he also spoke to the Turkish parliament in April of 2009. I don’t

remember the last time a US President travelled to and spoke publicly in two Muslim majorityremember the last time a US President travelled to and spoke publicly in two Muslim majority

countries within their first term, but it was a major change in US policy from the G.W. Bushcountries within their first term, but it was a major change in US policy from the G.W. Bush

era of shoot first and talk later. 5. President Obama ended the War in Iraq and also started toera of shoot first and talk later. 5. President Obama ended the War in Iraq and also started to

draw down troops in Afghanistan. By 2014 a majority of US troops will have left Afghanistan.draw down troops in Afghanistan. By 2014 a majority of US troops will have left Afghanistan.

He also ended the use of water boarding by US military prisons. 6. In terms of pakistan, theHe also ended the use of water boarding by US military prisons. 6. In terms of pakistan, the

use of drones, which is causing collateral damage in pakistan , allowed by Obama and beinguse of drones, which is causing collateral damage in pakistan , allowed by Obama and being

used by the american military, will not stop if Romney is elected as President. In fact, USused by the american military, will not stop if Romney is elected as President. In fact, US

foreign policy, under Romney will become much worse for Muslims, because he (Romney)foreign policy, under Romney will become much worse for Muslims, because he (Romney)

has already called “Jerusalem” the capital of Israel (which is not current US policy) and hehas already called “Jerusalem” the capital of Israel (which is not current US policy) and he

will bring the same Anti-Muslim foreign policy team, which G.W. Bush had, back into thewill bring the same Anti-Muslim foreign policy team, which G.W. Bush had, back into the

White House. They are already pushing for war with Iran, a trade war with China and causingWhite House. They are already pushing for war with Iran, a trade war with China and causing
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career at a local community college, I am happy to hear that President Obama is also investing incareer at a local community college, I am happy to hear that President Obama is also investing in

community colleges and career training programs. Plus, he doesn’t want to cut funding from PBS andcommunity colleges and career training programs. Plus, he doesn’t want to cut funding from PBS and

fire “Big Bird” like Romney does! 8. President Obama renewed Unemployment Benefits twice. Asfire “Big Bird” like Romney does! 8. President Obama renewed Unemployment Benefits twice. As

someone who was unemployed for almost one full year, this definitely helped me and my family out.someone who was unemployed for almost one full year, this definitely helped me and my family out.

Not only that, a program called “Keep Your Home California” which was created because of theNot only that, a program called “Keep Your Home California” which was created because of the

Obama Administration’s efforts to help people who lost their jobs to be able to keep their homes. ThisObama Administration’s efforts to help people who lost their jobs to be able to keep their homes. This

also directly helped me and my family out by helping us pay our mortgage bill while I was unemployedalso directly helped me and my family out by helping us pay our mortgage bill while I was unemployed

for 9 months. 9. To those who say that President Obama did not keep all his promises, such as notfor 9 months. 9. To those who say that President Obama did not keep all his promises, such as not

closing Gitmo. Let me remind them that Obama was blocked by the Republicans in Congress who didclosing Gitmo. Let me remind them that Obama was blocked by the Republicans in Congress who did

not allow the prison to be closed and the detainees to be tried in American court. US Foreign policynot allow the prison to be closed and the detainees to be tried in American court. US Foreign policy

has been developed over decades and policies that were put in place over 70 years ago are stillhas been developed over decades and policies that were put in place over 70 years ago are still

affecting decisions made today. Presidnet Obama is struggling hard for the rights of all living inaffecting decisions made today. Presidnet Obama is struggling hard for the rights of all living in

america, irrespective of religion and cast. n conclusion, if you want to give up on Obama because youamerica, irrespective of religion and cast. n conclusion, if you want to give up on Obama because you

feel that he disappointed you, then don’t vote for Obama. But keep in mind that by not voting or votingfeel that he disappointed you, then don’t vote for Obama. But keep in mind that by not voting or voting

for a Third Party Candidate for President instead is basically giving your vote to Romney. Mitt will notfor a Third Party Candidate for President instead is basically giving your vote to Romney. Mitt will not

only take your free vote, but he will not do anything at all to help American Muslims out. Romney’sonly take your free vote, but he will not do anything at all to help American Muslims out. Romney’s

foreign policy team is made up of Islamophobes, Pro-Military Extremists and War Hawks who are justforeign policy team is made up of Islamophobes, Pro-Military Extremists and War Hawks who are just

waiting to attack Iran (by the way the government of Israel wants Romney to win as well because theywaiting to attack Iran (by the way the government of Israel wants Romney to win as well because they

felt Obama was too tough on them). But if you care about what is going to happen to this country thatfelt Obama was too tough on them). But if you care about what is going to happen to this country that

we have all either been born into or have come to for a better life, then we should not only vote, butwe have all either been born into or have come to for a better life, then we should not only vote, but

also vote for the only candidate who can relate to us as a minority and has already listened to many ofalso vote for the only candidate who can relate to us as a minority and has already listened to many of

our concerns as American Muslims and has followed through on many of these items. He endedour concerns as American Muslims and has followed through on many of these items. He ended

water-boarding torture which was initiated by G.W. Bush and Company. He ended the War in Iraq. Hewater-boarding torture which was initiated by G.W. Bush and Company. He ended the War in Iraq. He

is about to bring back the troops home from Afghanistan. He has helped to bring America back on itsis about to bring back the troops home from Afghanistan. He has helped to bring America back on its

feet from an economic stimulus package which has helped save the US Auto Industry and bringfeet from an economic stimulus package which has helped save the US Auto Industry and bring

continued job growth for the past 30 months. He has helped America take a step in the right directioncontinued job growth for the past 30 months. He has helped America take a step in the right direction

by creating the Affordable Care Act which will help cover 30 million Americans, mostly children, whoby creating the Affordable Care Act which will help cover 30 million Americans, mostly children, who

would not have had health insurance before. That candidate is President Barack Obama. Now go outwould not have had health insurance before. That candidate is President Barack Obama. Now go out

and vote for him.and vote for him. 1 day ago1 day ago

Harald A.Harald A. Sie sprechen von Akademikern -die besten der Welt-, beginnen Sie endlich dieSie sprechen von Akademikern -die besten der Welt-, beginnen Sie endlich die

Menschen zu unterrichten, daß was sie bis heute lernten ist der Deck den uns der JudeMenschen zu unterrichten, daß was sie bis heute lernten ist der Deck den uns der Jude

vorsetzte, nicht die Wahrheit! Ihre Akademiker –weltweit die Akademiker- sind ein Haufenvorsetzte, nicht die Wahrheit! Ihre Akademiker –weltweit die Akademiker- sind ein Haufen

Lügner und Betrüger, kein Wunder bei diesen Vorbildern, die alle westlichen NationenLügner und Betrüger, kein Wunder bei diesen Vorbildern, die alle westlichen Nationen

hervorbringen. Nur ein Beispiel: Die Sonne, wie heiß ist sie? Die Wissenschaftler behauptenhervorbringen. Nur ein Beispiel: Die Sonne, wie heiß ist sie? Die Wissenschaftler behaupten

mehrere Millionen Grad. Frage: Warum liegt dann auf den Bergen Schnee, warum ist es inmehrere Millionen Grad. Frage: Warum liegt dann auf den Bergen Schnee, warum ist es in

10.000 m Höhe über 50° kalt und hier unten, bei uns ist es heiß? Antwort: Die Sonne ist kalt,10.000 m Höhe über 50° kalt und hier unten, bei uns ist es heiß? Antwort: Die Sonne ist kalt,

genauso wie Ihre Politik. Packen Sie Ihre Sachen, ich schicke Ihnen unser Zuchtschweingenauso wie Ihre Politik. Packen Sie Ihre Sachen, ich schicke Ihnen unser Zuchtschwein

Merkel gleich nach. Denken Sie daran, auch für Sie, läuft die Zeit und die Feder ist schonMerkel gleich nach. Denken Sie daran, auch für Sie, läuft die Zeit und die Feder ist schon

eingetaucht. Sie möchten Hilfe Informationen, gerne, wenn Sie uns Menschen dienlich sind.eingetaucht. Sie möchten Hilfe Informationen, gerne, wenn Sie uns Menschen dienlich sind.

Reptoiden beißen ins Gras. Harald Alker Gagernstraße 51 60439 Frankfurt am MainReptoiden beißen ins Gras. Harald Alker Gagernstraße 51 60439 Frankfurt am Main

Germany COMMODITY HUB COMPANY Email: commodity-hub-company@arcor.de Mobil:Germany COMMODITY HUB COMPANY Email: commodity-hub-company@arcor.de Mobil:

+49 162 6927248+49 162 6927248 1 day ago1 day ago

Joseph Henry T.Joseph Henry T. I'm moving forward with Barack Obama plan for the U.S.A.I'm moving forward with Barack Obama plan for the U.S.A. 1 day ago1 day ago

hunaida K.hunaida K. MR OBAMA WE TRUSTED YOU IN YOUR PROMISE TO SUPPORT STEMMR OBAMA WE TRUSTED YOU IN YOUR PROMISE TO SUPPORT STEM

CELL FOR TREATMENT &MILLIONAIRE ALL OVER THE WORLD TO SHARE TO SAVECELL FOR TREATMENT &MILLIONAIRE ALL OVER THE WORLD TO SHARE TO SAVE

MILLION OF PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD GOD BLESS YOUMILLION OF PEOPLE AROUND THE WORLD GOD BLESS YOU 1 day ago1 day ago

hunaida K.hunaida K. MR OBAMA WHAT IS YOUR PLAN IN STEM CELL ,YOU PROMISE TOMR OBAMA WHAT IS YOUR PLAN IN STEM CELL ,YOU PROMISE TO

INVEST IN TREATMENT ,WE NEED YOUR RESOND...INVEST IN TREATMENT ,WE NEED YOUR RESOND... 1 day ago1 day ago

Karen S.Karen S. Obama? you are not honest with the American people! Obamacare is filled withObama? you are not honest with the American people! Obamacare is filled with

taxes & lies ; Your top advisors Axlerod . Ms Cutter > tell nothing but Lies & distortions to thetaxes & lies ; Your top advisors Axlerod . Ms Cutter > tell nothing but Lies & distortions to the

American people. Obama ? We the American people are not as stupid as the democratsAmerican people. Obama ? We the American people are not as stupid as the democrats

think we are. I have had enough of your Hope & Change . I will be voting for Romney & Ryanthink we are. I have had enough of your Hope & Change . I will be voting for Romney & Ryan

.......... 1 day ago1 day ago

Aurelio M.Aurelio M. Please don't let the Bush Tax Breaks expire. We will lose thousands of jobs.Please don't let the Bush Tax Breaks expire. We will lose thousands of jobs.

1 day ago1 day ago

Ryan Z.Ryan Z. Vote Obama or Vote Romney? Your choice of style~~Vote Obama or Vote Romney? Your choice of style~~

http://www.mygangnamstyle.co.uk/american-style.htmlhttp://www.mygangnamstyle.co.uk/american-style.html 1 day ago1 day ago

Gregory G.Gregory G. Idle Political promises, fact is only government has grown, smaller government isIdle Political promises, fact is only government has grown, smaller government is

the answer with Kennedy, Reagan and Bush tax breaks grew business, helped businessesthe answer with Kennedy, Reagan and Bush tax breaks grew business, helped businesses

and put more people to work. This governement is more worried about itself then you and I.and put more people to work. This governement is more worried about itself then you and I.

Welcome aboard Kevin K. the disrespect demonstrated is a perfect example of the generalWelcome aboard Kevin K. the disrespect demonstrated is a perfect example of the general

attitude in this regime. no way hosea!attitude in this regime. no way hosea! 1 day ago1 day ago

Kevin K.Kevin K. Until last evening, I was still a wavering voter. That has all changed now. TheUntil last evening, I was still a wavering voter. That has all changed now. The

arrogance and utter disrespect displayed by Joe Biden during the debate was a disgrace toarrogance and utter disrespect displayed by Joe Biden during the debate was a disgrace to

the American people and election process. I would be foolish to support a ticket whichthe American people and election process. I would be foolish to support a ticket which

determines that the way to "make-up" for the President's poor, yet respectful, performance ofdetermines that the way to "make-up" for the President's poor, yet respectful, performance of

a week ago, is to disallow the competitor from presenting their opinion and position to thea week ago, is to disallow the competitor from presenting their opinion and position to the

voters. Trying to appear tough exemlified this administration's sanctimonious andvoters. Trying to appear tough exemlified this administration's sanctimonious and
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political process with utter disregard for the opinions or concerns of others, I still believed thepolitical process with utter disregard for the opinions or concerns of others, I still believed the

President had exhibited a desire for the betterment of ALL Americans. Now, I am convinced that thisPresident had exhibited a desire for the betterment of ALL Americans. Now, I am convinced that this

Administration only cares for it's own self interests. Nothing could have more fully exemplified this byAdministration only cares for it's own self interests. Nothing could have more fully exemplified this by

Biden's statements regarding the Supreme Court justices. This adminstration, and Party, can't tolerateBiden's statements regarding the Supreme Court justices. This adminstration, and Party, can't tolerate

the thought of losing it's ability to completely flip the Supreme Court to a favorable majority, regardlessthe thought of losing it's ability to completely flip the Supreme Court to a favorable majority, regardless

of the imbalance it creates to the judicial processes of the Nation. I am disgusted by the fact that ourof the imbalance it creates to the judicial processes of the Nation. I am disgusted by the fact that our

country's sitting Vice President would stoop to such pretentious and near-comical behavior to promotecountry's sitting Vice President would stoop to such pretentious and near-comical behavior to promote

a personal, not National, agenda. Thank you so much for clarifying my voting decision. Go Mitt!!!a personal, not National, agenda. Thank you so much for clarifying my voting decision. Go Mitt!!!

1 day ago1 day ago

Rie O.Rie O. オバマさん トムさんに 辞書を返すように 言って下さいオバマさん トムさんに 辞書を返すように 言って下さい 1 day ago1 day ago

Rie O.Rie O. ＭＡＳＵＺＯＥ　ＹＯＵＩＣＨＩ 田中真紀子ＭＡＳＵＺＯＥ　ＹＯＵＩＣＨＩ 田中真紀子 1 day ago1 day ago

Rie O.Rie O. 福岡縣立八幡高等学校 舛添要一 毎日新聞 原稿 丸善京都？ ＰＬＥＡＳＥ福岡縣立八幡高等学校 舛添要一 毎日新聞 原稿 丸善京都？ ＰＬＥＡＳＥ
1 day ago1 day ago

Basant K.Basant K. Warm Greetings to You . We are sure that you will be winning the coming ElectionWarm Greetings to You . We are sure that you will be winning the coming Election

as President of U S A !as President of U S A ! 1 day ago1 day ago

Rie O.Rie O. 舛添要一 小川伸也 小川暢也舛添要一 小川伸也 小川暢也 1 day ago1 day ago

Rie O.Rie O. TOMAS DA COSTA MEDICAL DICTIONALY MASUZOE YOUICHI MY ARTICLESTOMAS DA COSTA MEDICAL DICTIONALY MASUZOE YOUICHI MY ARTICLES

OF MAINICHI SHINBUN I DO NOT HAVEOF MAINICHI SHINBUN I DO NOT HAVE 1 day ago1 day ago

Bjoern M.Bjoern M. Mr. Obama, Any democracy resides on a strong middle class. You know thisMr. Obama, Any democracy resides on a strong middle class. You know this

better than anyone else. But achieving this takes effort, pashion and spirit. VP Biden had abetter than anyone else. But achieving this takes effort, pashion and spirit. VP Biden had a

lot of this. I wish you the best for the following.lot of this. I wish you the best for the following. 1 day ago1 day ago

Elvis D.Elvis D. The Lord Jesus was the perfect leader. He served the people and so the peopleThe Lord Jesus was the perfect leader. He served the people and so the people

looked up to him as a genuine service provider and then followed him. When they followedlooked up to him as a genuine service provider and then followed him. When they followed

him he led them in ways and paths that were true, honest and straight. He improved theirhim he led them in ways and paths that were true, honest and straight. He improved their

lives by his teaching and miracles – he fed masses and kindled their souls with good andlives by his teaching and miracles – he fed masses and kindled their souls with good and

kind words. He took people under his wings and nurtured and groomed them to become likekind words. He took people under his wings and nurtured and groomed them to become like

himself. But in the upper room, he empowered them with the Holy Spirit and promised themhimself. But in the upper room, he empowered them with the Holy Spirit and promised them

that they will do greater exploits than he ever did. And so the traits of a good and genuinethat they will do greater exploits than he ever did. And so the traits of a good and genuine

leader – one who serves, one who teaches, one who leads by example, one who feeds bothleader – one who serves, one who teaches, one who leads by example, one who feeds both

the body, soul and spirit and once who grooms younger people or others and empowersthe body, soul and spirit and once who grooms younger people or others and empowers

them to one day take over and take on the mantle and do greater exploits. No better examplethem to one day take over and take on the mantle and do greater exploits. No better example

than Jesus so just study his life if you want to be a great leader.than Jesus so just study his life if you want to be a great leader. 1 day ago1 day ago

Anisa P.Anisa P. The facts are clear. #Knowledge is power! Educate yourself and make the rightThe facts are clear. #Knowledge is power! Educate yourself and make the right

decision.decision. 1 day ago1 day ago

Son N.Son N. Obama is number oneObama is number one 1 day ago1 day ago

Wade M.Wade M. What do you say when you're confronted with facts that you can't dispute?:What do you say when you're confronted with facts that you can't dispute?:

"Malarkey!" Also, I still rarely hear anyone bringing up the fact that it was liberal policies"Malarkey!" Also, I still rarely hear anyone bringing up the fact that it was liberal policies

promoted by a Democratic Senate and a confused President Bush that helped cause thepromoted by a Democratic Senate and a confused President Bush that helped cause the

financial crisis. It reminds me of Ghostbusters when the EPA shuts down the protection gridfinancial crisis. It reminds me of Ghostbusters when the EPA shuts down the protection grid

on the storage facility because they didn't understand it, then demands that the Ghostbusterson the storage facility because they didn't understand it, then demands that the Ghostbusters

be arrested for the resulting explosion. "Malarkey!"be arrested for the resulting explosion. "Malarkey!" 1 day ago1 day ago

Rob C.Rob C. A country in change must look beyond the day of tomorrow. I hope they cognize thatA country in change must look beyond the day of tomorrow. I hope they cognize that

and give you the time to implement it.and give you the time to implement it. 1 day ago1 day ago

lee B.lee B. I AGREE W/DANIEL D. 4years and not as good or better then before???????????I AGREE W/DANIEL D. 4years and not as good or better then before???????????

1 day ago1 day ago

Juhl O.Juhl O. Greetings - Wishing you the best in the upcoming elections! I admire yourGreetings - Wishing you the best in the upcoming elections! I admire your

"sticktoittiveness" - keep it up!"sticktoittiveness" - keep it up! 1 day ago1 day ago

Linda F.Linda F. President Obama, I heard you and Vice President Biden, I heard both of yourPresident Obama, I heard you and Vice President Biden, I heard both of your

debates and I thoght that you both were great, and it dosen matter what people think, and fordebates and I thoght that you both were great, and it dosen matter what people think, and for

people not to vote for you this term, it will be a horriable for this economy. I did vote and mypeople not to vote for you this term, it will be a horriable for this economy. I did vote and my

family did too. We all love you, and the family.family did too. We all love you, and the family. 1 day ago1 day ago

Martin W.Martin W. All the best and luck within a few weeks! Greetings from Amsterdam, theAll the best and luck within a few weeks! Greetings from Amsterdam, the

NetherlandsNetherlands 1 day ago1 day ago

Tong D.Tong D. Ngài là tương lại của nước Mỹ. Hãy cố gắng hết khả năng để nhận phần thưởngNgài là tương lại của nước Mỹ. Hãy cố gắng hết khả năng để nhận phần thưởng

xứng đáng mà chúa đã dành sẵn cho ngài.xứng đáng mà chúa đã dành sẵn cho ngài. 1 day ago1 day ago

Kaare N.Kaare N. I admire Your work especially the health and Security programme. Highly neededI admire Your work especially the health and Security programme. Highly needed

seen from my chair. Even though i'm not an US citizen i hope for you, America and the worldseen from my chair. Even though i'm not an US citizen i hope for you, America and the world
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srinivasan K.srinivasan K. Thank You Honourable Mr.President. I, Admire, Adorn, Appreciate andThank You Honourable Mr.President. I, Admire, Adorn, Appreciate and

Congratulate Your Highness For Your Great Job of Recovering The Recession-AffectedCongratulate Your Highness For Your Great Job of Recovering The Recession-Affected

Economy and Giving Relief To Middle Class. Thank You Very Much, I, Wish, That YourEconomy and Giving Relief To Middle Class. Thank You Very Much, I, Wish, That Your

Highness Should Continue as Mr.President Of USA For The Next Term Also, So That TheHighness Should Continue as Mr.President Of USA For The Next Term Also, So That The

Initiatives, Started, Be Completed For The Welfare of Everybody in The World.Initiatives, Started, Be Completed For The Welfare of Everybody in The World. 1 day ago1 day ago
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